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of the r iJrs.'
Mrs. Lola Marie Harmon; State
to make a tip1 froi fSe rrSges and
Organizer of War Savings So
'7,tock,A
uranrn aadt3, and i nor
cieties, was in Gallup this week
flAnHit. ..
j J Ttr?Fr"'
rainS
rreatial
of
jnth
with County School
attrL,
conferring
Y i U . ( I. J Li
L
Jhither" baffldi descrip-- k Ind' "itions are that New tlt'
and City Supt
trol
her
v
of
Lannigan
lands,
Supt
public
t nu 'a toss the hiprrV; flat wiliftjd firsl thiacntbciirir must be done if this state lis
Swinney, in regard to organizing
ti-been anattc A'to rJl a states & the t?l;:.-- li develop to that of imnoi
a County Teachers' War Savings
mikeciew road, and iJiduld a condition of its crops, ranirtJ
Society, as all the other counties
whereby she can construct
strancif.' wander thefUbouta Jive t :tock. 'This conc;tiC3 is ways and maintain the hii
of New Mexico in the Tenth
Federal District have done.
frjm eCier clime, he would at rrat ine and eneoartrlrj to efficiency of educational syi
once
that a canal .had our i ockmen an1 fjatwrs.
or
The plan is for the teachers to
Wchinf Ji.- - Blanktt
The Indian celebration at Mc
been c' 7 for about 50 miles and
itvNti brin
tlil t' v 'itg bout that'th
a
form
or
central
P.
Chas.
Downs
county
Near
Death
society,
last Sunday was one of
work had been well
Ss
the Virti
froof
which will be affiliated with the Gaffey
done.
take
a
Raster
the
tsrn
can! X and North
..Ijt'ttould
big affairs that come off
anaon American property, ana
National War Savings Society.
We
Chas.
to
learn
that
tKe
to
.l
regret
etctngdiplomat
convince,
essi
1
vevTcr
tirxY-LZto formuJat? remedial program
X the
Then each teacher will organize every once in a while to make
viftzftJi-in- g P. Downs of El Paso is at death's in
has been &.?tn to the Foreign er thdf eis is the tew LlexicQ
her school a siroiliar society, life worth while in the far west
a heavy toll in the C:tb, door, He was struck by a street and work out plans by which
Relations committee by tbe sen methci ox road making. Scratch
the In company with John J; EmNew tlexico is enjeytsg a p::'.: J car and his condition is critical, children can make
ing a vie hole below the
as well mons, a
:;.ate.'' r-money
representative of the
country from four to t unsurpassed prcrsrity t.
Chairman Lodge named a sub
Mr. Downs was a member of the as save what is given to them.
Herald
about
six
attended the celethree,
Gallup
heaping
fed
is
In
to
this
committee headed by Senator A.
way it planned
carry
New Mexico legislature one term
and enjoyed it to the
bration
the
Thrift
into
B. Fall, Republican of New Hex-ic- feet of sand in the middle, rail
campaign
every
' from Otero county. Previous to
to do tive actual work Of ex ing the bridges two feet abov
Army Officers Form Finn
limitit was grand. We met
his residence in El Paso he had district
would
a.
the
etc.,
appear
rot
i.
one in a community may many of tne good people of that
amining: witnesses and collecting
Any
citizen
been
of
this
a
prominent
the tfirementioned , strange
' information.
Lieuts. Thornton & Ridinstoh state for several years.
For be a member 01 the School aav section and enjoyed every
a succei
the
after
The provision authorizing the ful atemotexplanation,
firm
telenew
business
ings Society, but the burden of minute of our time.
been
make
he
some
a
frr
had
time
We
past
wi
at idiocy.
the organization's responsibility
committee also to recommend to make a flying
El
of
Paso
editor
the
Gallup as expert accpuntsctii; graph
trip, so
for growth and honor of results 8. L Staples, manager of the
what measures should be taken Boardman boys said,
Mornm
and
bonding agencies. colieerion,
obtained will belong to the chil McGaffey store, was master of
to prevent further outness was bavins taken the
trip bef
rates, insurance and rcaJ
freight
dren
of the schools,
tl
ceremonies, assisted b y Ben
is
John StaJkk Robbcdx
tiaes, it expected
The
estate.
tor AK.c,
ef Arizo many
There
will
doubtless
be
con
gentlemen
Wep
somewh
be
would
the
Harvey. Mr. Staples was in his
up
rr'i
na. Ur-- r t c
siderable rivalry between schools
it. ex arousi
miles an hour
recently discharged .pom
sixty
doing his part to make all
time
Some
glory,
during Thursday as to which has the largest mem
lexical policy wasv ' .
a
ptttid
having served overrsss. T 't
time of their lives.
have
e
the
would-bmurand
robbers
will be fcrcztritad submitted
with the greatest sum
place of business wii! fee m l e night
Ford, you have aoi
Mr.
a
to the Ad- - Uenry
home
the
Staples
of
derers
John
enjoys tne distinc
entered
UcFie
Cces ncr the er t
pleased, etc; Parents, business
for, our venue old
thins to answermm.
bound and tied him to men and every one interested in tion of being one of the Navajoe,
acrr
Stalick,
house.'
Thcmton
i
Lieut;
was that trouble mixing
his bed, beating him severely good citizen-shi- p
will be expect having been ordained as Chissie- L t!: rrir.'a of brae of the
the army in the
a stripped ford Ve in
some in- ed to hack the work of the
over
head
with
C
the
accountant.
financial
tke
iccntsrs
LJ
Li!;sa
Nez by Mose Gibson, a chief of
wouU, so we reasoned, skim
schools in their ommunity in
tha ccrjiUee will Burfz:e
ef IL strument, evidently a
with tne ti&t fhachinA carried him thru mu
one
the Navajo divisions,
then proceeded to take what the Thrift campaign, there-b- v
of raoBtlx i
ba a
whilrt heavy toorinz ctrs wouJJ and isall of France. UeutTk:r
valuables
and
After
H
tlse
other
ton
clear
stxts
of
cf money
a Cf.
enjoying the day we
fail ho
they tiowing their loyalty to their
bos dawn, v Theory failed miserl
'
could
- Mr.
Stalick
had
find.
would
a
Ridinston
and
czJ
had
the
1!j
the
community
tilt
encouraging
pleasure of returning
abhr. u?A the three of us had tc
made a deposit of money the day amors in right habits of work- - home with Sheriff
f tJie brosd carry the tL'ag'for a number of v- A. of Pennsylvania ?
fcM 3
McCamant,
1
before, or else he would have ing and saving.
'J
3 cfcrred a n d yard at stretch. '
members of his
by
accompanied
considerable
thieves.
lost
time
the
or
of
by
ttctUxriU
John Baktkof Thoreu. N.
It is believed that the hov wha family.
hcur of six. the first was
At time of this report the par makes his money and saves
jb its tttspt to,un daAt the tL
in Gallnp Thursday
rtrrrcrj
it The day was brim4 full of
storm fiend erpied
est
ties to the crime were unknown will understand the true relation
csvct th a sle atory ofUexicln
yfdted The Herald office wit
A'-vno. arrests bad been made. between
;
j'-- '4'"
' ttfrinjptirntji Asrkswri?ki
capital and'labor. If he sports, beginning early and last- '
to nave t;;estrei!petp'
.,,lv;uerei
his 8AvingtAiiifi wwern--1 aa far isto
during recent years.'
inVt
s Parade,
little fun with three human
Besides .Sen. Fall, the memI
raeni securities be wia4el him. foot racesTcock fights,17' buckinr 0
HI levies
'
into Duraniro in hiirh SDirits.'
Ut) III
worms.
,
bers are Sen; Brandegee, Repub
self a partner of ' Uncle Sam.
broncos, pony races and women,,
One does not need a sign to
'He breathed a gale, j:f
lican of Connecticut, and Smith,
I. Thayer and inter He will stand for law and order.
Rev.
Lee
is
line
cross
the
state
where
tell
squaws, boys. girls,;,'men
Democrat of Arizona.
An ocean spat,
prefer 01 Keams (Janon were He will be s good citizen and not
ed, the road themselves do that visitors
V The' resolutipn anthorizing the And lightening darts all around
an
body had a hand, either in
I. W. W.
Ganado
at
recently.
v
forceable.
the
was
a
Inquiry was introduced by Sen.
Robert
visitor A
sports or enjoying them.
Down over the axels in mud, '
Kangan
Before leaving the' wilderness in Gallup this week.
iriil'nan n wm
large To mention each one who took
King, Democrat of Utah.. The one would, especially in such
original of Republican leaders storm, naturally have expected o f mud, a . very interesting
F. M. Parker made a recent hemp plantation in the Phillip
was to have an investigating to
The visit to St. Johns, Ariz.
was
pine Islands, adjoining the pro- part on the elaborate program
ceremony
performed.
incuss
few
a
hear
words,
committee composed of both stead one of the
flat was given a name,
S. G. Mans h e gone to Kan perty of Ralph McFie. son of would require the facilities of the
party, spattered Shiprock
Senate and House members, but from head to foot.
follow
as
the
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie, Albuquerque Journal. Suffice it
per
sas City to visit.
with adobe Dick officiating
a joint resolution for that pur- mud, sat down on the
A. L. Blanc, who was with passed through Gallup Monday to say that when Mr. Staples
rattletrap
pose was blocked in the House. and
night Judge McFie met her
and
Smiles
Tears,"
sang
"Miserere, I baptize thee with the A. E. F. in France is visit at the station here and learned takes another notion to pull off
from Mozart's "Magic Flute," mud, in the name of all the
at the home of Hon. J. L. that the Islands are very pros a Fourth of July whoope right
J. K. Willis and part of his and gave as an encore "Cheer devils mankind ever nursed in ing
Hubbell. He was one of our perous. Her husdand
died in the middle of the summer we
force, Messrs, Ray Strickler and up, You'll Soon be Dead," ac his brain, cursed art thou to all residents before the war.
some
months
and
ago
Ralph will be there."
Evans Kellogg, will leave Mon- companied by nature's percus- motorists, and thou art a fit Thos. Osborn has been con
McFie
had
of
charge
settling
Old
first
for
the
One particular event interest
Walpi.
day
sion instruments in a terribly habitation only for frogs."
ducting the store at the Dam in the estate, which is a large one ed
mesa, to take in the snake dance, angry mood.
.
us beyond description, that
;
Rain to the right of us, rain to the absence of Howard Mans.
This absence the men folks of
of
foot race between women.
a
Mrs.
Mr.
An
of
Howard
Mans
ensued,
new
and
business
into
the
modern
of
Three
left
us,
dialogue
the
valley
agitated
the Willis studio will give the
ladies a chance to do the work in an unintelligable lingo, which slush rode the Mud Turtle. Two and daughter arrived home on buildings will soon be started on There was tall spry women, and
The men folks will be gone about the participants said waB old hours of business at Durango, the last of July. They were on Coal Ave. near where the Strand small light weights, yet a lady
Ye gods and big rain, where the editor of the Herald a visit to Mr. Mans parents in Theatre building is going up. built iike a ton of lead won the
Saxon.
'.
a week.
,.
The property belons to a Globe.
what a gibbense. However the hung around a printing establish Colorado.
race did we loose? Any man
R. J. Boardman returned result was a floundering through ment, as editors do, then to
Mr. Girton, superintendent of Arizona, gentleman.
would bet on a Sure thing. Our
Thursday from Winslow on a mud for the distance of a mile, hotel dining room where our Tucson Mission school is expect
J.
H.
Sheriff
McCamant
and
He
business trip for his firm.
aim was good but the game
carrying poles making the party caused much amusement ed as a visitor at the Ganado members of his
family spent the didn't fall at the shot.
reported the sale of two Velie journey half a dozen times, rais- among the rest of the diners.
mission
arrangements week on the ranch, Mr. Mc
juid one Haynes and said busi ing the car out of quick sand and The return journey was un for a newregarding
water supply.
'
Camant looking after his cattle The great multitude of Indians,
ness in the auto line is looking building a bridge.' Well, we got
still continues nterest, and the family
as Farmington,
far
as
eventful
Sheet)
dipping
enjoying diked up just tike they wanted
up. Boardman Bros, are pre out after what- seemed ages, where we were invited to dine under the direction ot Farmer a
bit of ranch life.
to be, on foot and on ponies,
once
to
make
a
went
Gallup
great
spluttering along
paring
From thence tire Uradall.
Up to this' writing
could
have been caught by a
automobile distributing point, more. Dick Boardman
being sumptuously.
Co.
Oil
The
Carter
leased
have
trouble was the order of the day, about 11,000 sheep have been
also for car accessories. '
obliged to discard his trousers, and we easily averaged two dipped, with thousands yet to Sec 16, T. 15 N. R. 10 W., and movie reel and made us a mil
them
not beinsr able to
hour. At a trading come. Mr. Gradall is a rustler Sec. 36, T. 16 N. K. 10 W. This lion.
E. J. O'Brien of McGaffey has further on account ofcarry
the weight milesa an
property is situated in the Seven
broke and in spite to get work along.
crank
been engaged to furnish The of mud.
post
Money for prizes was no ob
Syd Boardman having of
have washed Lakes vicinity, about 54 miles
and
The
a
button
rains
hook,
heavy
hairpin
Herald with the weekly happenbattle
Friendly bets on favorites
from
the
returned
ject.
just
corkscrew tool kit the Mud the roads making auto travel rom Gallup.
ings of that busy place. Mr. front felt quite at home.
and plenty.
thick
were
andifficult.
Turtle was abandoned and
O'Brien will appreciate it if any
The most important real estate
it was some time
Believe
us,
a
and
Ford
order
offered
More
was
the
car
other
is
Haymaking
spluttering
kindly
of that community will inform
again,
transfer this week was that of
him of the neighborhood hap- little singing brought us to a by Claud Romero and gratefully of the day at the farm 01 J. u Sam Dimon and wife to Geo. C.
P. C. Pinson of the J. C. Pen
hogan where we Camped until accepted. Then the real, fun Hubbell. This is the second ebeck and wife, "the Dimon
penings. He will also take
Co. was in Gallup recently
ney
morning.' After much haggling began. Dear motorist reader, crop and there is good prospect home in Railroad addition.
for this paper.
from
Miami, visiting the local
in the Navajo tongue a fire was
have enjoyed a like exper- for a third,
store
of
that company. Mr. Pin-so- n
Miss Eleanor Quick, principal built in a discarded ehed, coffee you
Jas. E. Piersonand Helen M.
so description is useless.
ience;
said
that this company is to
of our high school, has returned put to boil and clothes hung up
Many Buildings doing Up
Bowers of Mayer, Arizona, visit
into Tohatchi at mid
75 new stores this
install
about
from 'her visit in California. to dry. Weary and hungry we Spluttering
W;
ed County Clerk Chas.
Davis
we were too tired and
night,
and spring. Sev
winter
Miss
coming
While in that state
We are informed that some one day this week and secured a
Quick lav on the dirt floor, one of the hungry to proceed. Here was a
will be in
stores
eral
these
of
attended the State University party dreaming of warpath days real
oasis with manna, ambrosia thing like one hundred houses icense to marry.
J
..
new stores
The
Southwest.
the
for a special course.
and scalping went to sleep with and ripe muscadel. A supper are in course of construction in
local
most
a
in
is
A
the
chain ot
the
paper
company
give
we
had
As
his
side.
on ax by
was
provided, good beds Gallup, most of them being built teresting when it covers the field nearly 300 mercantile establish
Lumber Co. no firearms this person showed werehastily
The Gibson-Fathere and a
cor- ments throughout the west and
is a new business addition to wisdom as the Indians still do a sincere welcome to thedownright or new comers, some navmg with a bunch of
wayward
in
advance.
one
rent
Herald
Write
middle west. The local store exthe
year
paid
respondents.
is
preparing little treacherous performance travelers. To others may be
Gallup. Tnis firm
he Herald would appreciate it the news.
,
pects to occupy its new quarters
a series of advertisements to be occasionally, t there being no said, "Go thou and do likewise."
tell
us
would
contractors
on
the
if
Coal avenue in about three
run in our columns.
wood to chop.
W. C. Reed of Albuquerque weeks.
After a hearty breakfast we of new contracts as they show
has secured a lease of the 20,000
Morning dawned, as it does cranked up and wended Gallup-ward- up.
Carter Harrison of
a
and
seven
Louis Libertia is having a
tract of Ignacio - Chavez
acre
times
after
week,
in
Five
was
long
days
weary
Gallup
during
Chicago
Holmes
&
hotel built on site just
more
Gossett
Holmes
writes
tongue
twisiting,
Mrs.
E.
Navajo
$35,000
her
our
grant,
making
over
and nights
the week, stopping
flying trip took
sight
drink of dirty coffee, we to accomplish. One of the purty protests about an oversupply of the deal.
south
another
of
the Harvey house, The
will
the
Indian
and
attend
seeing
weigheh anchor once more.
snake dance.
gave it as his opinion that who- dogs. Her article will appear
The new Strand Theatre build- hotel will have about 26 rooms
on Second floor, with garage and
We; eventually straggled into ever was directly responsible for next week. We invite
ing is underway on Coal Ave.
Ricardo Branch of Gibson was Farmington, where a crowd the road should be dragged j the
on subjects of public Sam Lorenzino has the contract store room underneath.
Wegs &
in Gallup Thursday and visited
Tomkiiw contractors of Albuer- and much chaff whole journey at the back of a concern. The editor shouldn't for the stone work.
quickly
gathered
The Herald and authorized his went the rounds at our expense. car. i his is the kind or exper- be expected to do all the cussing.
que have the work. The place
e
name on our subscription list;
will b e open for business about
The Herald wants a
New trousers already bought, ience one delights to look back
Nov.
1.
and
wasn
Dr.
subscription
noBe
correspondent
a
Tanus,
Wilson. Bros, are constructing
eye and
up nad aken upon; though the passing
general
a new business building on Coal place, tne tana renuea and we through requires patience beyond specialist, of Albuquerque, is in agent in each community of the
The Herald at $2.00 the year.
made the rest of the journey j measure,
county.
Ave. for J. M. Carman.
Gallup.
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LATEST

CIUS

EPITOMIZED
TEUEORAPHIC REPORT
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
VENTS.

PROM

OF MOST INTEREST
KEEPING THE READER POSTED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.

Wwira Ktwupaper Union Hews Service.
WESTERN
Plans huve been perfected for a
H30.000 motor speedway at Dalworth,
midway between Dallas and Fort
Worth, Texas, and construction will
itart Immediately.
Claims for damages Inflicted during
the Mexican revolution totaled 21,500,-D0pesos on Aug. 2. This amount does
cot include American, British and
French claims, which have not been
tiled.

Frank Becker and Charles Hughes,
Hazelcrest, Iowa, were badly injured
when they fell from a wagon at Chicago while watching a circus parade.
Both were taken to a hospital with
bones broken.
Five large Union Taclfic railroad ice
houses and the plant of the Utah Ice
Cold Storage Company, leased to the
Pacific Fruit Express Company, were
destroyed by fire at Ogden, with a

t

ex-ka-

general

.

'

scliod'a Bittern, according t4 4. statement ly we State Teachers Associa
made known In Washington.
Forty-si- x
vessels, aggregating 103,355 tion, madelpubllc. Low wages is given
of applicants for
g ross tons, were delivered to the ship- as cause for lack
'
'
.'
ping board during the week ending schools.
In his great mansion overlooking
Aug. 1. This brought the total number
'
of vessels delivered to 1,182, represent- lake, the beautiful Berkshire, where
he sought seclusion when bodily Infir
ing more than 4,342,000 gross tons.
The fall campaign of the American mity overtook hlm and his mind was
Red Cross to enroll members for 1920 saddened by the entrance of his coun
and to raise $15,000,000 to enable the try Into the war, Andrew Carnegie,
iron master and philanthropist, died at
organization to complete Its war ob
ligations at home and abroad will open Lenox, Mass.
November 3rd and close armistice day,
Suits for $500,000. for damages alNovember 11th, It was announced by leged to have resulted from the strike
Dr. Livingston Farrand, chairman of called by the Actors'! Equity Associa
the Red Cross Executive Committee.
tion, were filed by the Winter Garden
A cotton production of 11,010,000 Company; (the Shuberts) In the. United
bales this year has been forecast by the States District Court, .In New.; York
300 of. the country's
Department of Agriculture, basing Its ngaJnst nearly
estlmnte on the condition of the crop most prominent stage and screen stars.
movement to combat
A nation-wid- e
July 23, wmcn it announced as ov.i
per cent of a normal. The forecast the "Bolshevikian tendencies sweeping
the country" has beep started In Chi
. shows an Increase of 30,000 bales over
t he forecast made a month ago. The
cago. It will culminate In a great mass
condition of the crop showed a decline meeting to be held Sept; 8 and 8. In
of 2.0 per cent during the month com attendance will be 4,000 delegates rep
pared with the average decline, of 4.2 resenting every important state and
cent during the period in previous national Industrial and agricultural
' per
organization in the United States,
years.
The sugar yield from .the. Louisiana
A four-stor- y
garage, from any story
of which entrance and exit is directly cane crop will be more than 100,000
trem the street, Is one of the archi- tons below the average for the preced
tectural landscape oddities of "auto- ing ten years, according to estimates
mobile row" In Los Angeles. The ex- of the federal bureau of crops made
'
planation Is simple: The garage Is public.
built on a hillside.
Two Mexicans were shot and killed
Frederick Hears, who acted as gen- by American customs guards at El
eral manager of the American railroad Paso, Texas, while attempting to
lines In France during the war, was smuggle six barrels of whisky to Mex
appointed by President Wilson as chief ico, according to the announcement of
engineer in charge of the construction Judge Jesus Cuen; of the District
of the government railroad In Alaska. Court, who completed ah investigation.
He will be chairman of the Alaskan One of the smugglers was Identified
Engineering Commission. William C. as a man named Ruiz, of a prominent
"
Edes has been named consulting en- family in Juarez.
The National Geographic Society has
gineer to the commission.
Income tax returns were filed by
been asked to investigate the claim ol
persons, about 8 per cent of the John Shell, a mountaineer of Leslie
population, for the calendar year of county, Kentucky, that he Is 130 years
1017, according to final reports just old. Shell's neighbors corroborate the
completed by the bureau of Internal statement concerning his age. Shell
revenue.
They showed total net in- has nine children. He says the oldest
The increase Is 90 years old. He Is said to have 200
come of $13,652,383,207.
in his home section, sevwas
before
the law
over 1016,
expanded descendants
great-grea- t
eral
grandchildren.
rebeing
to meet wur expenses, was 3,035,854
claims excellent
turns and 7,ar3,805,587 in net Income. The mountaineer, who
Tuxes paid totalled $675,249,450, an av- eyesight, steady nerve and general
attributes his long life to
erage of $368.56 per individual, or 6.03 good health, and
'
outdoor living
temperate habits.
Income.
cent
the
of
per
Charged with criminal anarchy unWithout opposition or debate the
Senate adopted a resolution authoris- der an old section of the penal code,
were arrested In New York
ing the foreign relations committee to four men
make a sweeping Investigation of out- by detectives of the bomb squad after
the Bronx
rages against Americans and property a raid on their apartment inand a loadIn Mexico and to report what, If any Much anarchistic literature
means should be taken to prevent such ed revolver were found in the flat All
of the men were Finns.
outrages.
Announcement has been made by
The State Department has been advised of efforts on the part of Japan- Col. William Boyce Tnompson of New
Roosevelt
ese oil companies to acquire properties York City, president of the the
organ
In the Tamplco oil fields of Mexico and Memorial Association, that
to collect the fund of $5,000,00t
that American companies have been izatlon the
week of Oct. 20 to 27, bat
approached with a view to selling to during
been completed in most of the states
.
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the Japanese.
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SIO DIVIDENDS PAID ON BONUS
STOCK UNDER PRIVATE
'

Western Newspaper Union iw Service.
COMING EVENTS.
Ailsona State Fair Nov. 1 to t, Ills.

Exploration of the large,
ore body opened up on the 1,100-folevel of the Verde Combination recent
ly at Jerome, Aria Is developing a
much better grade of ore, which is
steadily, Improving In value with depth
The ledge cut Is now fifteen feet In
width, and widening out,
"The Livestock Squad" sent oyer
Arizona by the Agricultural Extension
Service have experts on poisonous
plants of the range grasses, browse
and grazing, livestock breeding, ani
mal parasites, livestock diseases, silos
and livestock feeds, and many other
livestock . subjects.
Twenty public
meetings are being held,
One of the largest mining deals
completed hi Arizona since- the war
broke out was consummated at Phoeclaims of Jthe
nix, when thirty-tw- o
"Daggs group" about a mile from Su
perior, Arizona, being sold to a syndl
cute of about forty New York and
Philadelphia men, headed by C. O,
Stelnbrenner of New York.
In the presence of a crowd of thous
ands of people from all parts of New
Mexico which packed the state house
grounds at Santa Fe5, N. M Ma), Gen
Leonard Wood, U. S. A., was presented,
on behalf of the state, with a medal In
recognition of his services to the coun
try during the great war. The presen
tation speech was made by Maj. W. H.
H. Llewellyn, who served under Gen
eral Wood as a Rough Rider In the
low-grad- e
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BEFORE INTERSTATE
t COMMITTEE."'
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Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
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Washington, Aug. 13. The railroad
brotherhoods, thru their counsel, Glenn
E. Plumb, laid before the House Inter
state commerce
eommlttee ' their
charges of corruption in the manage
ment of the railroads under private
control. The charges were that many
of the great railway systems had been
plundered systematically by the flnan
cial Interests and that the railroads
Illegally held millions of acres of pub
'.
lie lands,
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Eighteen representative railroads of
the country, the brotherhood attorney
asserted. Issued stock aggregating
$450,414,000 between 1000 and 1010 as
bonuses and paid millions of dollars in

'
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LAY. CLAIM

RAIL BROTHERHOODS
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FLU:.:3 MAKES CHARGE

These
dividends on these bonuses.
same railroads, he further charged
"were controlled In whole or In part
by the Morgan Interests, the Rockefel
ler Interests and the Gould interests.'
Coupled with the charges which
came just before the House committee
closed Its hearings on organized labor's, bill for elimination of private
capital from railroad ownership, was
Conwar, membersof the demand by Mr. Plumb that
this historic organization being present gress make a thoro Investigation of the
matter so that the American people
in force at the ceremonies.
Is sought
In Union county, N. M., all phases of may know "to what extent It
to subject them to exploitation" under
county club work tire being presented
not only In the towns but in the coun the other plana proposed for future
of the railroads.
try as well. This county now boasts disposition
There was no intimation as to what
of having one of the largest If .not the course
the committee might take In
largest calf clubs in the world. To sup
to the request for an Investi
regard
mora
club
than
ply the members of the
Esch Indicated that
100 head of high grade and registered gation, Chairman
to
go. Into the .charges would be like
llolsteln cnlves and about fifty head of
traveling over old ground; as they had
Jersey oalv have been brought Into tteen threshed out long ago;
of
the county. Club work thjs. kind Is
Plumb told the committee that he
not ouly Interesting to the children but either had- the evidence to
support
many or the parents are becoming (n
or knew where it could
every
charge
Is
terested and it believed that through be" obtained.
presentation .of the
the efforts of .the. club the county will
failed to arouse
apparently
charges
lie well supplied with fine dairy cattle much
members.
Interest
among
In the next two or three years.'
A. B. Oarretson, former head of the
The Chamber rif .Commerce 61 Na Order of
Railway Conductors, declared
cnles, Soiiora',' across 'the' border Unet with utmost frankness that if a vote
froth Nogales, Arlz.'i and other chatti; were taken
today the country probably
Iters In Mexican towns near tnaJVi would reject organised
labor's . plan.
tiav petitioned" the Mexican govern He explained, however, that this would
ment to legalize- acceptance of Ameri be due to general suspicion against
can' money in payment for stamps, hew things, and he
predicted that it
taxes and duties. This was learned would be Indorsed and adopted In the
from members of the chamber, In not distant future.
many of these Mexican towns, thb
The opinion was expressed by Mr.
members paid,. American money virtu Garretson that there had been no fair
ally is the sole, circulating medium, the test of government operation of rail:,
Mexican coinage In the hands of busiroads, since being taken over they had
ness men there being of very limited beeh
operated by officials who were
volume. Efforts to obtain a larger opposed: to government ownership and
quantity of Mexican coinage to relieve wanted to demonstrate that tt was not
Hie slt'uutlon have been fruitless, the.
i
best for the country,
.
Mexicans said.
With the filing of Plumb's charges,
An estimate that the Phoenix- - Yuma the committee concluded hearings on
rand advocated In many quarters as a his plan for public ownership and em
needed link to connect Arizona with ploye operation of the roads and will
'he California- paved- highway; system, take up later the plans to be offered
wild be built frpni funds now avail- by security holders and railway execu;
able or' soon' to be available has Just tlves, both of which, labor officials
State ' Engineer Mad- - have testified are more radical than
pen ttmde'-block. Mr, Maddock- said there was that framed by Mr. Plumb and in1 775 (XX) In hand or soon to be avail
dorsed by the brotherhoods.
able through county funds, bond Issues
mid state and federal aid, which, could
Calls Labor Meeting.
e used for tills road, leaving $400,000
The International la
Washington.
o lie found Inter, To get along with
for In the
conference
bor
provided
out tills sum temporarily,' iHr. Mad- has been called by Presi
treaty
peace
of
certain
the
dock, suggested
portions
WUson to meet in Washington
'mid Improvement be omitted for a dent
20.
Oct
Mine, where such was feasible.
Arizona corn acreage shows an In- Montana Firs Spreading.
(rouse of 10 per. cent. About 37,000
Mont The Larsen Creek
Missoula,
acres were planted this year, which and Elkhorn Mountain forest fires In
compared with 34,000 acres last year. the Clear Water National forest, sixty
Iinsed on conditions July 1st of 04
miles across the mountains from Mis
per cent of n normal crop, the total soula, are running wild and have swept
production should be about 1,358,000
to messages
bushels. This compares with 952,000 beyond control, according
here
district
at
received
headquarters
.
last year and 804,000 bushels two yean-agoservice. The fire fight
forest
the'
of
."
ers' camp at Elk Mountain has been
A letter bearing what Is believed to
be the only authentic signature of King destroyed.
with
Ferdinand of Spain
H. C. L. Cause of Suicide.
Queen Isabella of the expedition of CoN. J. Despondent over the
Newark,
lumbus to the new world that is exagainst the high colt
struggle
losing
In
tant this country, forms one of the of
which
living,
kept her five children
most Important additions to the collecWohlford
Mrs.
tions of the Historical Society of New In ill health,suicideCathering
by taking poison.
Mexico. The letter Is written to his committed
told the police Mrs. Wohlcousin, the duke of Infabtazzo. The Neighbors
ford
reported that owing to
recently
document, which is dated Dec. 28, 1612,
she could "hardly keep the
Is remarkably well preserved. It deals high prices,
alive."
with the arrangements for the ap- children
proaching marring of the king's niece
Asks Use of Seeret Service.
and the duke's son. The letter conWashington. President Wilson has
cludes! "Everything Is already pre- asked
Congress for authority to use
pared for the wedding, including the the secret service In running down
money which Is to be given the said
boarders and for
court as agreed." The signature af profiteers and food
an appropriation of $175,000 for the
Is
El
famous
Ferdinand's
fixed
"To,
work.
Hey" ("I, the King").
Mrs. Job W. WUson, county super
U. S. Has Evidence,
intendent of the schools, has at
Chicago. "Facts and figures that
nouncd that the county teachers
will send every last food hoarder in
stltute will be held at Albuquerque,
Chicago to the penitentiary are In the
36
school
from
the
M., at
Aug.
high
of the United States govt8 Inclusive. Many of the wall kno' possession
declared Assistant
ernment
today,"
educators of the state will lecture al District
Attorney R. A, Milroy, who,
the meeting, among which will be
together with Col. Henry R. Harris,
David Spense Hill, the newly appoim
Jr., has charge of the grand jury profed president of the university.
iteering Investigations, A survey of
thi
made
been
have
by
rangements
various warehouses In Chicago has
Chamber of Commerce to entertain thi the
that while the public is bedetermined
and
teachers while they are m tt aity
fleeced by Ugh prices the war
ing
with the work Is every wag nouses are
bulging with supplies.
possible.
Spanish-America-

Ou uJ u UlJLj u

Du-i-

"

SYSTEM.

ot

C

of $75,000.
Jack Keating confessed In District
Court at Pes Moines, that he was one
f a gang which robbed the Iowa State
Bank here last March of approximately $40,000 in Liberty bonds and cash
ind waa sentenced to ten years in the
Fort Madison penitentiary.'
Whether a property owner is also
owner of the air above his land Is to be
determined throueh a court action
action brought by Frederick Hoene-mana farmer la Kansas. He seeks
to restrain a company owning airplanes
from using the air above his farm.
Fifteen leaders of the conspiracy to
cause a mutiny in the Chihuahua City
federal garrison last week, and to deliver the city over to General Francisco Villa, were executed following the
The sugar, crop of Cuba this year Is
discovery of the plot, according, to an expected to break, all records, accord
American who arrived In El Paso from ing to Gabriel G. Slenoeal,, brother of
Mexico.
the president of Cuba, who is In New
York from Huvanrt.
WASHINGTON
'
Texas' schools will-- open next month
be
taken
food
will
stocks
Hoarded
a shortage Of teachers estimated
with
over by the government and placed
at 4,000. Vrhe sltuatlenMs the most se
upon the market to help
the operation of the law of supply ana rious in the history . of the state's
loss
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Premier Clemencean probably will
tend the meeting of the league of
ttons to be held in Washington
autumn. George Johnson, a United Stat
army officer, committed suicide
dramatic fashion at Nice. He wadi
out Into the sen In sight of numbers
pleasure seekers and then drew a
volver ond shot himself.
The Rumanians have swept t
country bare of provisions for ml
around Budapest. The American f
mission at Vienna, In response to u
ent appeals, has undertaken to feed
school children of Budapest.
Sixty to eighty soldiers were kill
and 200 wounded in the fighting dl
Ing food riots, according to estimates,
at Chemnitz. Ten civilians were killed
and fifty wounded. The city now Is
quiet and trains are running. Marshal Foch, commander-in-chleof the allied armies during the war, Is
teported by the Echo de Paris to havo
been invited by the United States gov
ernment, as well as several organlzaHons in the country, to visit America.
All the castles and buildings which
the Hohenzollerns can prove they pur
chased with their own money they may
retain. This Is the decision of a com
mission which almost has completed
the task of liquidating the affairs of
the royal house.
According to the Westfalisehen
Count Eulenberg, as represen
tntlve of the king of Prussia,- - hns pro- nosed taking 2,500,000 guilders from
the
private fortune in order to buy an estate where the
ser can remain as king of Prussia,
A statement has been made that
American, steel companies, after hav
Ing bought out the Doehlewercke steel
factories at Vienna and Dusseldorf, the
largest in Europe, are now negotiating
to acquire the famous Skoda works,
noted for Its naval guns. If successful
in this the Americans will have vlr
tually a monopoly pf the steel works
of the continent, it is said.
The surrender of General Kruska,
commander of the German prison camp
at Kaiser, has been demanded by the
allies as the first of the enemy officials to be tried for violations of Inter
national law during the war, according
to a Copenhagen dispatch, quoting Ber
lin advices. General Kruska is accused
of haying been responsible for an epi
demic of typhus, fever, at the,. Kaiser
camp which caused the deaths of 3,000
"
French .prisoners.
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Beyond Restraint
Mrs. Styles Oh, dear! ....
After trying in .vain for months to
get a house. Brown set out', one day ,,: Mr. Styles What's wrong now?
Mrs. Styles I was just thinking
look on his
with a
face. He wandered about all day with- how fast time flies. .
Mr. Styles Doesn't ltr Why, tomorout being successful, till at last his
row you'll be observing your twenty-eight- h
steps' led him to the river.
;
"Ah I" he said in utter despair; "how
birthday again. '
tempting It looks?" He was. almost'
A Good Job.
tncllnnd to plunge In and end. it alii
know a man who lately cleaned
All .of a sudden he heard a SDlash
1
and, looking around", he saw his friend out a bank and got away with It."
"He was s smart crook.?
Green struggling n the water. "With:
"No; he waa a conscientious Jan
out attempting to save him he rushed
tor..
off to the local house agent' '
"Quick :: he gasped. "Green has
fallen in the fiver. Can: I ; have his
Her Birthday.

,

f

-- !

house?"-'-:-

'

:

..--.

.:

.

"Sorry," said the house agent. "Pve
already let It to the :man, who pushed
him In." London , Ideas.

If You

Skin Troubles
W

OIliNam,

Ks:l a I'sdlct:)

Bav)thEftt

BILIQUSUESB

TTm von nw arViniMul ta tWunn ' wrtv
it is that so many products that are ex-1:
-J
.a
li J
J
llennvcix
turciAucti, 41 ai, ouev ucvjr
of tight sad an soon forgotten? Th AGid-Stoiiia- ph

'it

'

an endless chain system the remedy ii
recommenaea ny taose wno nave oeen
benefited, to those who are in need of

it

a
Kilmer's
example
preparation I have sold for many' years
and. never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every cat n snows- excellent reof my customers, testify.
sults, . ,as' many
,
j oaa wo wis
ISO ovoer uuney remedy
tale."
.
Dr.

Swamp-Roo-

t,

1

1

'A

aubMuliaU

'

enMum

Caiised

n

the promises of the manufacturer. This
tnawt W1nAi
annlia mtM teii4i4m1wlw A
A medicinal ' preparation that has real

ataaifvismf-e-

avail

verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, :tne .sueotss of ut.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so 'many.' people claim, that it fulfills al;
most every with in overcoming kidney,
correct!
liver, ana Diaaaer A aiunenu;
trniiMn an ' neutralizes tha uric
acid, which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents;' also mention this
paper. Large and medium sue bottles
(or sale at til drug stores. aot.
'

by
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paopl who ar bllloiu an' treated
laaal aystptaaas thtf aeldam sat
battar. Whataw rallaf U
iy much
Is njuallr tamporair. Treoa Wllou.
dms t 1U saarea and laaaava tha aaass aad
tha enanete ara that tha patient will remain etronc and htalthy.
Doctor! say that mora than TS
dliaaaaa oaa tw traead to aa
Biliousness Is on of them. Indt- hnrtbnrn, balohlni, sow atomaoh,h.
oat and aa era- other ilina. at;
1ATONIC, 'tha marvaloaa modem
stomaoh ramedjr, brlnsa qnlok rallat tram
those atomaoh miseries which lead to lons-tralof allmante that stake Ufa miserable
It not eomoted.
ATONIC literally ah setts and earrlaa
away tha eieaaa acid, lfakas tha atomaoh
stronaY cool and oomtertabls.
Helps dlses-tlo- n;
ImDroToa the apnatlte. and yon then
set full strtna-t- h from your food. Thoueanda
ear that IATONIO la, the moat leCeotlra
stomaoh remedy In the world. It la the help
YOU need, . Try It aa oar
euarentee. At ' all drutslsta.
Only It etatt tor a blc boa.

It

uri-na-

'

ISe. aMhT

L3

ATONIC
GttAO

Wt Pay Cash to Direct Sluppen
for No.

1 CHURNIKG CREAM

Ship Iks yow Chnrninff Oreaa. will pay top
market day ot antral. Write us lor quotations.

Like
Veteran.
A friend of mine who was down in THE WHITE CLOVER BUTTER CO.
M1B-- 1 7 nrteasaSk, Denver, Cole. lea'lBwen.
lie Hawaiian islands with the Ameri- B. a. ialml Baa or "iwt SiMml
Siaiat
.an first field artillery told me he had
not been in the service long hut was

already as tanned as a raspberry and
as bowlegged as a donkey.? Exchange.
A SUMMER COLD

A cold in the summer time, as every- tody knows, Is the hardest kind of s
cold to get rid ot The best and quick
est way is to go to bed and stay there
if you can, with a bottle of "Boschee'a
Syrup" handy to insure a good night's
rest, free from coughing, with easy expectoration in the morning.
But if you can't stay in bed you must
keep out of draughts, avoid sudden
changes, eat sparingly of simple food
end take occasional doses of Boschee'a
Syrup, which you can buy at any store
where medicine is sold, safe and effi
cient remedy, made In America for more
than fifty years. Keep it bandy. Adv.

t
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AGENTS MAKING
$200 WEEKLY

Bverrone ' wants It Formulas tor ill
HOME MADBS BKTKKAOSS. Book Form.
Bend II tor oopy and terrltonrproposltloa.
BVTBRI' KXPOBT AOKNCT, Ins., Ml
Breeaae SkTraw TOBK.
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Tommy's Tummy.

Teacher Tommy, spell "stomach."
Tommy (who has Just recovered from
an overdose of green apples)
1

Cartoons Magaslne.
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rC Bum, if Sore, Irritated.
POv
falliaJ InnunM or Granulated,
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A man may be dead all his life and
yet die hard.

laiaiajaui.

For Your Homo Drink
F0!'E-BR- U

V3S

TABLETS

and three other Inrradlanta added

inn.uil,i0,.

FulllSEZ THXAJOrJUCOLOREOCEIUEAl
oOpSSaa nXViatAOK THAT WILL LAST
Sni Mum Nutritions and satlsfuigi make
Otimfiim any quantity daalred.
WESTERN fOUlMXJ AUNCT
IS44Uae.ai5t.
Peat A. PsayaftCsm,

In Fort
Tens CllUMAmm estab. broken
Worth. Ret. any bank hare. Free Weekly
lfLrina often. Safe for Infant or Adult. asukat
latta
nubiuhad aaeh Saturday.
At all Dnr-rlst- a.
Write for Free Eve Book. Olves details all oil dovelopmrate olu Texas
o v.
uu riaias. write lor xroa ooyr
fctM tyi mmttj C4assv, CMcats, I. S,. Smith
S Olah Bias., Ft. Worth, Tes,
Sen,

i.

paotty, mr eeonomle aroeassea ara
grass, i need hardly say, with tor erlttoal SgO for tntaratata aMtuMant IkMtU haM
extrloably Interwoven with those of sad vary difficult matters. Wo should to Plainly marked upon each package the
otner nations tod peoples most Intiforward with oon&deno along toe road soiling or market price at which thay
mately of alt with th mUmi ud peo-Pl- wo saa, but wo should also soak to com- went into storage. By this moans the
upon whom tba ehlef burdan
prehend the whole of tha scans amidst swensser would always bo ablo to learn
eonfualon of tha war Ml and who which wo set There is ao ground for wh' Profile atood between him and the
are now moat dependent upon tha co some of the fearful forecast X hear utrrvuucer or the wholesale dealer.
TO
tered about mo, but the condition of the
ine world must pay for the appalling
operative aetloa of tha world,
wona is unquestionably vary grave ana
war
wrougnt oy tne
txporta Ortataat In History.
we should face It comprehendtngly. The we are part of the world. groat
Wo must
w ar Just now shipping mora good situation of our own
our
Is
share.
country
For five years now the Injay
vi our porta to foreign market than
fortunate. Wo of all people
dustry of all Europe baa been alack and
baforo-n- ot
ARTIFICIAL wo over ahlppad
fooditufta can afford to keep our heads and to de owordered. The
normal crops hava not
merely, but atuffa and maUrlala of every termine upon moderate and sensible seen produced; the
normal quantity of
ort: but thla U no Indoz of what our coursaa of action whloh will insure us manufactured
goods has not been turned
foralgn aalaa will eontlnua to bo or of against the passions and distempers which
ina enroot too volume of our axporta are working such deep unhapplnass for
'" un"' mere are tha uaual crops
will hava oa auppllaa and
President Addresses Congress on impossible
price. It la soms of the distressed nations on the and the usual production of manufactured
rat to pradlot how far or other side of the sea.
on the other aide of tha Atlantio
foods
bow long foreign purohaaara will ho
But wo may bs Involved In their d li
wciiiiiitiiftii'
aurcpe return to the former condiSubject of High Cost
aoia to nod tha money or tha endlt to tres! ts unless wo help, and help with
oj.
tions; ana It was upon the former condifor or auataln auoh purohaaaa on
pay
Intelllsrenee.
and
not
tions,
the present that our economic
of Living.
auch a scale; how aoon or to what extant
Disregarding the surplus stock In the relations with Europe were built up.
foralgn manufacturers can resume their nana or the government,
W must face the faot that unless we
was a
there
former production, forelsn farmers
B01P EurOM tn vat haW n h..
greater supply of foodstuffs In this coun
r
I V
oropa irom tneir own try on June 1 of this year than at the life and production a chaos will ensue
I live
iiA-nrnniTF
raaumo their former same date last year. In the combined toLHno Hnc riU I AUCUUAI C nntm foreign mlnea
wnicn win inevitably be communi1.
wMifM,, ivivifu nivruiiwiwp m up ftffain
tal of
of the moet Important cated to thl country. For tha present, il
their old machinery of trade with the roods ina number
......
uie.i. we must OUICKen. not lsikan
dry and cold storase the excess
enda of tha earth. All theaa thlnga must Is
a
quite 19 per cent And yet prices have vwr own production.
Chief Executive
Daolarea "Vlelous remain uncertain until peace la estabrisen.
lished and tha nations of the world have
0. S. Must Hold World Steady.
"
The supply of fresh eus on hand In
Practice" Ar Raaponalblo for
v ill"'
'
1,7
1
concerted the methods by which normal June
of
this
was
We,
for
we
and
year,
i
almost
example,
alona
hnM
Perilous Situation Which Face
lire ana inaunry are to be, restored
10
world
cent than the
greater
tTnnn
by
nnr
steady.
per
nearly
..4
t..Hr.in...
we
snau
do in the mean.
aii mat
the Nation Make Import
on hand at the same time last
depend the affairs of
time to restrain profiteering aad put supplyand
year,
yet the wholesale price of eggs
everywhere.
It Is In this supreme
tint Recommendations.
the life of our people upon a tolerable was
40 cents 'a dosen, as
SO cents
ror all mankind that
V
crisis
against
rooting win be makeshift and Divi
a .year ago. The stock of frosen fowls American must nrnv
m.ttu
sional. There can be no settled condiIn the presence of a world confused, dis- had Increased more than 298 per cent and
Washington.
Addressing congress
here or elsewhere until the treaty yet
nolf-nthe
she
show
Mtt
must
and proposing remedies to check the tion
also
had
risen
from
herself
prices
iracita,
of peace Is out of the way and. the cents
ennea,
per pound to S7V4 cents. The supply
capable of sober
high cost of living, President Wilson wora or liquidating the war has be
na
of creamery butter had Increased 129 per
euective action.
She saved Kurope
declared that existing laws were Inade oome the chief concern of our'
cent and the price from 4 to U cents per by her action In arms; she must now save
mem
ana
01 me oiner governments of
11 oy ner act on In nonna
or
and
not
were
pouna.
been
The
beef
that
had
quate
salt
high prices
the world. Until then business will augmented S supply
In saving Europe she will save herself.
had
per cent and the
Justified by shortage of supplies, pres
Inevitably re.maln speculative and away gone up from 134 a barrel to 36 price
a barrel. as she did upon the battlefields of the
ent or prospective, but were created in now this wy and again that, with Canned corn had Increased In stock
'
calmnes and
with
near
which she deals with and capacity
as it mar ly 92 per cent and had remained sub
heavy losses or heavy
many cases "artificially and deliber
masters the
chance, and tha oonsumer must take stantially the same in
problems of oeace will h th
t..
"vicious
price.
ately", by
practices."
care of both the gains and the losses.
and proof of her Dlace amonr ih nsniu
The president recommended that the There oan be no peace
the
Few
of
Pries
so
world.
Not
as
Drops
Enough.
prices long
food . control act be extended to our wnoie financial and economic sys
t
And, If only In our own
In a few foodstuffs the Drlces had de must
help the people overseaa. Europe la
peace time operation and that congress tem is on a war basis.
In
clined, but
like the proportion
nothing
we must keep her
customer,
The time wlA soon be here for those It is made of black satin and the
Europe Must Know Situation,
in which the supply had Increased.
exclude from Interstate as well as
For going or thousands
of
shops and
Europe will not, cannot recoup her example, the stock of canned tomatoes scores of our mlnea muat our
and fnsclnating excursions to top of the crown Is soft. Narrow,
Intrastate shipments goods which did
xcltlng
cloae.
la
There
had Increased 102 per cent, and yet the no sucn
capital or put her restless, distracted
not comply with Its provisions.
tning as letting her go to ruin tb.e millinery shop In seurch of new looped silk fringe, very brilliantly
peoples to work until she knows exact- - price had declined only 25 cents per wiuhjui ourselves sharing
In
the disaster. millinery, of which' much Is
His address was as follows:
expected. black, makes a wide Irregular band
ly where she stands in respect to aozen cans, in some cases there had
in sucn circumstance. faa tn. h
The old mllllnery: axiom that a hat Is about the crown and there ly a narrow
peace; and what we will do is for her been the usual result of an Increase of wim sucn tests, passion must be discardGentlemen of tha Congress:
the chief question upon which her aul- - price following a decrease of supply, but ed. Passion and a disregard for the becoming when one looks better with brim with lines that flow in easy
I have sought this opportunity to adIn almost every instance the increase of rights of others have no
eiuae or mlna and confidence of purdresa
la
because
place In the It on than without It, Is a good thing curves about the head.
It
duty
you
my
clearly
t
price had been disproportionate to the counsels of a free people. We
to call your attention to the present coat pose depends. While there is any posneed light, to bear In mind. At the very least we
The hat at the left, for a girl ot ten
in stock.
decrease
that
be
not
terms
the
peace
in these solemn times of Blf.
may
ability
heat,
and
to
of living
urge upon you with all cnangea or may be held
ixpect hats, like mirrors, to "be to or more, makes a picture on the head
in
i
abeyexamination and saving action.
Law Department Active.
long
the persuasive force of which I am capable ance, or may not be enforced
our faults a little blind, and to our vir- that bousts soft curls. Its crown Is
because
The attorney general has been making
the legislative measures which would be of divisions of opinion among the pow
Must Bo No Threats.
tues not unkind," Just how much the of felt In sections Joined in seams that
a
careful
the
a
of
study
as
situation
most effective In controlling It and bring
ers associated against Oermany, It is whole
1 nere must be no threats.
Let thra h. right shape and the
and of the laws that can be apright colors enn are outlined with stitches of wool yarn
idle to look for permanent relief
ing It down.
only
and
intelligent
let
best
to
counsel,
the
better it and la convinced that,
plied
lo to transform a face, Is measured and the rolling brim Is also of yarn,
The prices the people of this country are
Points Out Present Duty.
under the stimulation and temptation of reasons win. not the strongest hrnte
force. The world has Just destroyed the Jften by the long price which a small apparently crocheted Into
But what we can do we should do,
paying for everything that It ia necessary
At
shape.
circumstances, combinations
for them to use in order to live are not and should do at once. And there is exceptional
of producers and combinations of traders arbitrary force of a military Junta. It Wt of millinery commands.
It is the the base of eicti seam In the crown
will
live
Justified by a shortage In supply, either a great deal that we Can do, provision
no
under
arother.
All
that
is
have been formed for the control of sud- intangible In millinery that Is worth a pair of pert little leaves support a
present or prospective, and are in many al though It be. Wheat shipments and plles and of prices which are clearly In bitrary and coercive ia In tha ril
vases artificially and deliberately created credits to facilitate the purchase of our restraint of
Those who seek to employ it only prepare more than anything else the color diminutive apple. Almost any little
and
these
trade,
prosagainst
own destruction.
harmony, 'the beautifully balanced girl will look well In this picturesque
wheat can and will be limited and con- ecutions will be promptly
by vicious practices which ought immeInstituted and uiair
We cannot hastily and ovarnlrhf
trolled In such a way as not to raise actively pushed which will in all likelidiately to be checked by law.
lines, the poise of the hat on the hat.
They constitute a burden upon ua which hut rather to lower the price of flour
hood have a prompt corrective effect lutionlze all the processes of our eco- Mad and Its
The hat at the bottom of the picture,
Is the, more unbearable because we know here.
appropriateness, that are
nomic life. We shall not attemnt to da
The government has the power, There is reason to believe that the
orth more than mere material.
that it ia wilfully Imposed by those who within certain limits, to regulate that of leather, of coal, of lumber and ofprices
These are days of deeo excitement
made for a young woman, is a dressy
tex
have the power and that it can- by vigor
We cannot
No one understands this quite so affair of silver tissue with an odd trimwheat to foreign peo
tiles have been materially, affected by and of extravagant speech, but with us
ous public action be greatly lightened and ples who aredeny
inese are things of the surface.
In dire need of it, and we forms of concert and
ell as the woman who has reached ming twining about the crown.
among
The
made to square with the actual condition
who
In
Is
tha
do not wish to do so; but, fortunately,
real
touch
with
Everyone
the
and
marketers of these and
producers
of supply and demand.
masses of our great people knows middle life, or passed tt. She expects
trimming is likely to be made of twistthough the wheat crop la not what other universally necessary commodities silent
we hoped It would be. tt is abundant which It will be possible to redress. No that the old strong fiber and steady self-- hor hnts to do much for her In the ed ribbon with a fancy edge, but might
Profiteers Lawbreakers.
If handled with provident care. The watchful or energetic effort will be control are still there, firm against vio way of enhancing her good points, and be of silver tissue or geprgette.
The
lence or any distempered action that
Some of the methods by which these price of wheat is lower In the United spared to accomplish this necessary re
throw their affairs into confusion. designers who specialize successfully maker of trimmings Is no respecter of
prices are produced are already illegal, States than In Europe, and with proper sult. I trust that there will not be many would
1 am serenely confident
some of them criminal, and those who management can be kept so...
that they will In headwenr for matrons turn fabrics fabrics, taking anything that is withcases In which prosecution will be necesOne- of their
in reach and fashioning it Into somePublic action will no doubt cause readily find themselves, no matter what into gold.
employ them will be energetically prosaryImmediate Relief Measures,
the circumstances, and that they will ad- new models Is shown at thepromising
ceeded against. But others have not yet
many who have perhaps unwittlnarly dress
of
right
thing new and strange and nearly althemselves to the tasks of peace
been brought under the law, and should
By way of Immediate relief, surnlus adopted illegal methods to Abandon them With the
same devotion and the aama the group of three hnts pictured above. ways beautiful.
be dealt with at once by legislation.
stocks of both food and clothing In the promptly and of their own motion.
stalwart preference for what Is right that-theI need not recite the' particulars of this hands of the government will be sold and
Publicity Will Do Much.
critical matter; the prices demanded and of course sold at prices at which there
displayed to the admiration of the
And publicity can accomplish a treat Whole world In the midst of war.
paid at the sources of aupply, at the fac la no profit. And by way of a more per
tory, in the food markets, at the ahops, manent correction of prices surplus deal. The purchaser can often take care
Sinister Influences at Work.
In tha restaurants and hotels, alike In the stocks In
private hands will be drawn out of himself if he knows the facts and In
And I enter another confidant hna 1
fluences he Is dealing with, and nurchas- city and in the village.
of storage and put upon the market ForThey are familiar to you. Their are the
ers are not disinclined to do anything, ei- have spoken today chiefly of measure
under tha terms pf the
talk of every domestic circle" and of every tunately
act file hoarding of foodstuffs can ther singly or collectively, that may be 4MH)rative regulation and legal corn-- .
group or casual acquaintances even. It la be checked and prevented, and they will necessary lor their
pulsion, ot prosecutions and the sharp
a matter of familiar, knowledge also, that be, with the
ihe department of commerce, tha correction or seinsn processes; and these
Foodstuffs
energy.
a process has set In which is likely, unless can be drawngreatest
out of storage and sold by department of agriculture, the depart no aoubt are necessary.
something is done, to push prices and legal action which the department of ment ot lanor and the federal trade
But there are other forces that we may
rents and the whole cost of living higher
count on besides those resident in the
will Institute wherever necessary; commission can do a great deal toward
and yet higher, in a vicious cycle to which justice
but as soon as the situation la systemati supplying the public systematically department of justice. We have Just
there :la no logical or natural end.
fully awakened to what has been going
cally dealt with It Is not likely that the ana at snort intervals, with Informa
With the increase in the prices of the courts
will often have to be resorted to. tion regarding the actual supply of on ana to the influences, many of them
necessaries of life come demands for Inselfish and sinister, that have been
creases In wages demands which are Much of the accumulating of stocks has particular 'commodities that Is in ex very
istence and available with regard to producing high prices and imposing an
Justified If there be no other means of no doubt been due to the sort of snecu
burden on the mass of our
intolerable
latlon which always results from uncer supplies which are in existence but not
enabling men to live.
with regard to the methods of price fix- people.
tainty. Great surpluses were accumu
Upon the Increase of wages' there folTo have brought it all into the open
ing which are being used by dealers in
lows close an increase In the price of the lated because It was impossible to foresee
wnat the market would disclose and deal
certain foodstuffs and other necessities. will accomplish the greater part of the
products whose producers have been ac- ers
we seek.
result
were determined to be ready for
corded the Increase not a proportionate
Retailera In Part to Blame.
I appeal with entire confidence to
Increase, for the manufacturer does not whatever might happen, as well as eager
There can be little doubt that retail- our produoers, our middlemen and our
to reap the full advantage of rising
content himself with that, but an Iners are, in part sometimes In large, merchants to deal fairly with the peo
crease considerably greater than the prices. They will now see the disadvanfor exorbitant prices; pie. It is their opportunity to show
added wage cost and for which the added tage, as well as the danger, of holding part responsible
that they comprehend, that they inand it Is quite practicable for the govwage cost Is oftentimes hardly more than on from the new process of distribution
ernment
I have tend to act justly, and that they have
the
through
agencies
an excuse.
8lgnlflcant Facts Quoted
mentioned, to supply the public with the pubiio interest sincerely at heart.
The laborers who do not get an Increase
And I have no doubt that house' In
Some very interesting and significant full Information as to the prices at
pay when they demand It are likely
to strike, and the strike only makes mat- facts with regard to stocks on hand and which retailers buy and as to the costs keepers all over the country, and evwho. buys the things he daily
of
eryone
the rise of prices in the face of abund
transportation they pay in' order stands in
ters worse.
need of will presently exerIt checks production; if it affects the ance have been disclosed by the Inquiries that oft may. be known Just what mar-- , cise
a greater vigilance,- a more
profit they are demanding. Opinrailways It prevents 'distribution and of the department of agriculture, the de- gin
action oh the part of thoughtful economy, a more discrimistrips the markets; so that there Is pres partment of labor and the federal trade ion arid concerted
nating care at to the market In which
purchasers can probably do. the rest-ently nothing to buy, and there la another commission,
he buys or the merchant with whom
to
seem
They
excessive addition to prices resulting from
justify the statement that
Must
Funds.
.,
Congress
8upply.
he traded than he has hitherto exer
In the case of many necessary commodithe scarcity.
That' la, these agencies may perform this cised.
ties effective means have been found to
.
'
Labor Must Consider.
prevent: the normal operation of the law Indispensable service provided the conCondition Not "Natural.'
gress will supply them with the necesof supply and demand.
'
I believe, too, that the mor: ex
These are facts and forces with which
It would serve as a useful
to sary fund' to prosecute their' Inquiries'
we have become only too .familiar; but the other communities of this example
as and keep their price lists up, to date.. treme leaders of organised labor
country,
1
we are not justified because of our familthe appropriation committees of presently , yield tq a sober second
well as greatly relieve local distress If the Hitherto
:
iarity with them or because of any baity congress were to regulate all such mat the house have not always, I fear, seen1 thought, and like the great mass' of
the full value of these inquiries, and the their associates, think' and act like
and shallow conclusion that they are ter very fully for the District of Colum"natural" and Inevitable, in sitting Inacbia, where Its legislative, authority is departments and commissions have, been true Americans." They will see .that
favery mucn straitened for means to reri
strikes undertaken at this, critical time
witnout nmit
tively by and letting them work their
der this service. That adequate funds be are certain to make matters worse,
tal results if there Is anything that, we
can do to check, correct or' reverse them. , Would Have Prices Plainly Marked.
not better worse for .'them arid for
provided by appropriation for this purew:
I have sought this opportunity to In,
I would also recommend that It be pose, and provided aS promptly as dos- everybody else.
form the congress what- the executive Is required that Sll goods destined for In
sible, Is one of the means' of greatly
The .worst thing, 'the moat fatal
II) g the neck, armholes and bottom of
thlng-i-thRecently American
mupufacturers
doing by way of remedy and control, and terstate commerce should In every case ameliorating tne present distressing con
can be done now is to stop
to suggest where effective legal remedies where their form or package makes it ditions of livelihood that I come to urge. pr interrupt production;-oto interfere, of underwear hove thought' so wen Of the knickers, edged with narrow val. .
are lacking and may be supplied.
possible be plainly marked with the in this attempt to concert with you the with the. distribution- of gooda by the their achievements that
they have pro lace. Small sprays of prim daisies, ' ,
We must, I think, .frankly admit that prlca at which they left the hands of oest ;wmys to serve tne country in this railways' and the ahlpping
of the
emergency.
there Is no complete Immediate remedy the producer.. Such a requirement
claimed themselves as the designers tied with, bow knots, adorn the front
...
country.
'
It is one of the absolutely necessary
to be had from legislation and. executive would
We are all Involved In the dl
close analogy to certain
of the styles now favored' in lingerie: of the body and appear on the pants. ;
bea,ofa,the
'
action. The free processes of supply' and provisions
'1
food sot, by whloh means, underlying many others, and can-bthe High' cost of
results
of
Is
this
treaaing
of
special'
pure
,The
glory
garment
demand will not operate of themselves, It is required that oertain detailed Insupplied at once.
and w must unite, not divide, They certainly1 are Justified In taking a sasii of satin ribbon
that slips
There are many otner ways. Exlstinar 'living
and 'no legislative or executive action can formation bs given on the labels of
.to correct It
pride In the daintiness and attractive-ne8-S
law
Is
There
are
'
full
silts
about
and
the
Inadequate.
natural' operation packages ot foods and drugs.
force them into
waistline
many perand
through
are
There
that
many
of
things
the
ought
garments' they make in ties at one side.
until there ft'MaO. '
And 11 'does not seem to me that we fectly legitimate methods by which: the to do corrected in Ge relations be
.('."
Very narrow ribbon
"There Is. now neither peace nor war. could, qonflne ourselves to detailed government can exercise restraint, and tween capital land .labor. In respect such quantities' and they find It easy
gathers In the fullness at the top and
what utl measures of this kind, If It Is Indeed guidance.
All the world 'It 'Waltlng-wit01 wages ana
conaiqons or isnor ana to cultivate a taste for fine uadermusy it Is run through beading.
Let: mo urge, In the first place. that
t
nerVJng fears and haunting doubts who our purpose f.o assume national control
even
11ns.
oiner
more'
American
women
are
appreci
the present foodstuff control act should and tnings
A nightdress of nainsook IS shown,'
can ' adequately MtryT waiting' to know Of the processes of distribution.
I, for one, am ready to go into ative, but they are also
I be extended
both as to the period of time
and
practical
whefi it shall have peace and what kind take
conference about these imatter with
cut with' short kimono' sleeves and "
.'granted that that la our during Which It shall remain In' oneratio
i)., for
of peace It Will be when it corh'ee- -a peace
aVid ' bur duty..
they demand pretty but not tpo fragile round neck, tts
any group .of my fellow countrymen
Nothing leas and as to the commodities to which
In which a nation shall make shift for purpose"
edges are scalloped M
who know what the- ire talMlhar ksout garments. Few of them run to the
will, ,sufflcej.We need not hesitate to
apply.
buttonhole
and
stltdhed'
itself as It can, or a peace buttressed and handle
and there 1 a national question In a naIts provision against hoardlna- - should be and are ' willing .: tp remedy existing extreme of .wearing chiffon or ceorn a
supported by the will and concert of tional
band of needlework aroQnd
conditions
rattier
We
should
counsel
frank
pretty
go
the
by
way,
not
beyond
to
made
to
for1
food
but
only
ette Ip undies, or care
apply
bliarre dealso
the hationa that hava the purpose and the measures I
have suggested. Wo should to feed stuffs, to fuel, to
neck and shoulders. Detachable
and to than by violent contest
power to do and to oniorce wnat is right formulate
signing. 'In the 'main they like fine bows, andi rosettes of
a. law requiring a federal many ether commodities clothing,
Which are Inthe
economically,
socially,
Politically,
ribbon, that fasfrr fFirst.
In
weaves
Interest
cotton
Qsnarsi
or
of
In
license
de
all
chine
for
corporations
crepe
engaged
disputably necessaries' of life. As:; it'
world Is on the operating table, and it has
en with i little safety pins, are among .:.
commerce
and
In
Interstate
now
It
Is
limited
1
in
embodying
not
stands
No
to
anaeatoo
men
much
to
trimmed
with
are materials,
administer any
not been possible
operation
possible while
remedy
the treasures that some women own, t
in a temper, and there can be no set
thetlc. It Is conscious. It even watches the license, or In tha conditions under the period of the war and becomes In
fine and durable laces, hand embrold'
and
operative upon- the formal proclamation tlement which does not have as Its
they, add these pretty frivolities
the capital operation upon which It knows which t,Ie to be, Issued, specific reguBand to their
ery and other needlework.
of peace. But I should Judge that it was motive and atandard tha general In
that its hones of healthful lire deoenda. lations designed to secure competitive
undergarments, pinning them
crochet
and
In
own
unconscionable
holds
laces
the
think
within
Its
with
or
out
Its
prevent
make
cannot
of
business,
selling
constitutional power
terest
,
clearly
It
in
of
dimethod
to
make
the
and
similar
or
profits
congress
fhe
marketing.
permanent
recomand
Intelligent
give
to
provident
has
plans
them;
everythlg
The riajamas In the picture aw) "'
Must All Work Together.
rection to its affairs while lh such a
provisions and regulations with regard to
Law Would Do Much.
mend it
all goods destined for interstate .comof crepe de chine and 'embrold-- " ,v
Where there is no peace of mhid there
made
Threats and undue Insistence upon
Of course not much handwork is to
merce and to exclude them from Inter
Such a law' would afford a welcome op
can be no energy In endeavor.
with
ered
colored silks. One finds all' '
restate shipment If the requirements of the' the interest ot a single olass, make set
be fonnd on manufactured lUndermus-11nportunity to Affect other
these garments In crepe de chine and; ,
I believe, as I
tlement impossible.
Must Know Terms of Peace.
forms in the' buslneaa of Interstate shiplaw are not complied with.
,.
to
but machinery has been made
have hitherto had occasion to aay 'to
ment and In the methods of corporations
also In flesh-ton- e
Some such regulation is Imperatively
cotton mull. In the,
There can be no confidence In Industha congreaa, that the Industry and life do wonderful work and sometimes so
-' ':'!
which are engaged In It; but tor the mo-- , necessary.
run
cotton goods,.
long
basis
for
calculable.
no
ni
credit,,
try,
men r eonnne my recemmenaationa to the'
The' abuses that have grown up ;ln 01 our people and of the world will effectively that comparisons with handconfident buying of , systematic selling, Object, Immediately In hand,) whloh, la to the manipulation of prices by the withsuffer Irreparable damage If employers
prove their worth by standing wear
not
work
means
are
to
odious
by any
no certain prospect of 'employment, nd lowar the coat of living.
and washing perfectly.
holding of foodstuffs and other necessaries and workmen are to go on In a perpetof business, no
the machine-mad- e
normal restoration
garment. SomeThey
Hay I not add that there Is a bill now of life cannot otherwise be effectively pre- ual contest, . as antagonists.
at
a.
effecone
on
op
reconstruction
plan or another, bo
hopeful attempt
times the plain sewing on underrnus-11n- s
pending before 'the ; .congress which, if vented. There can be.no doubt of either must,
proper reassembling of the dislocated passed, would do much to stop speculation thhe necessity or the legitimacy of- such' tively associated. Have we not steadIs done by machinery and the
elements of enterprise until peace has and to prevent the fradulent methods of measures. May I not call attention to iness and
and business
decoration by hand.
But. however
been established, and, so far as may be, promotion by which our people are anthe fact, also, that although the present Sense enough to work out that result?
Our' national life has, no nually fleeced of many millions of
In the meantime now and In the
d
act prohibits profiteering, the prohibition
may be put together and finished,
guaranteed.
"'
they
".
doubt been less radically disturbed and
money. ' I refer to the- measure Is accompanied by no penalty: It! la cleardays of readjustment and reouperatlon
the styles are about the same In under
Valour for Skirts. ,,
dismembered than the national llf e ,pf. proposed by the capital; issues committee ly in the public Interest that a penalty that are ahead of us let us resort
"
...
garments.
In addition to trlcotines and plaids,
more' and mere to frank and Intimate
other peoples whom the war more die for tha. control of security issues. It la n should be provided which will be
Three .popular pieces are shown In the favorites in the dress goodsvtrad
counsel and- make ouraelvea a great
recti y affected,' with all Its terrible .measure' 'formulated by men who know'
I
would
destructive
and
tne
or
but
It
servto
and
condition
It
force,
actual
the
business, and its
the group above, a combination, a at the present time, velour checks ar
materially add
ravaging
triumphal, nation, making ourselves a united force In the life of the
has been nevertheless profoundly, af-- ,. adoption would serve a great, and bene- - I Iceablllty of the law, for the purpose
nightdress and a pair of pajamas. showing such strength that they to '
I now have In view, lf.lt were also pre- flcent purpose.
world. ' I will not then have looked to
fected and disarranged, and our IndusThe combination Is of batiste, hav- - serve mention.
we are dealing, gentlemen ot tho con- - scribed that all goods release from ator- - ua for leadership In vain.
tries, our credits, our productive ca- -
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ANNOUNCEMENT
When the management of
newspaper changes the public is
entitled to know something about
the change, hence this announce-

ment,
j
The Gallup Herald becomes
the property of George A. Byus
with this issue.
In harmony with the county,
State and National Republican
organizations, liberal and chain
table towards all men and creeds,
The function of a local news
paper is to print the local news,
and this should be done to the
best ability and with perfect
fairness. A newspaper should
endeavor to promote those things
which are for tbe happiness and
prosperity of the community in
which it circulates.
We have no flowery promises
to make. We are just plain
homespun and homemade.
We believe that Gallup and
McKinley county will support a

sure- - enough- - honest-to- -

goodness

weekly newspaper, and planting
ourselves squarely on the job
will proceed to get busy. A late
model Linotype will be installed
just as quickly as possible, then
the paper will be enlarged and
county correspondents engaged
to cover the field.
Additional equipment will be
added in order to take care of
many jobs of prirting now going
to other cities.
Gallup's unlimited resources
and wonderful commercial advantages, and the wealth and
beauties of McKinley county are
to be truthfully reflected thru
these columns.
The business end of a newspaper is just like any other legitimate business, and cost of production must govern our adver
tising rates and
prices of job
'

If the multitude of railway
emplcyees , desire government
ownership of Use Nation s railroads such clearly commits them
to the fantastic theoretical
and adjuncts of socialism, pure and simple. Wi;h the
government owning all public
utilities the laboring classes of
the Nation will become slaves
lor wages only, every vestage of
individual ambition will be
smothered out with not a chance
of ever getting any where from
the starting point. This would
be their portion, nothing more
nor less. But, there isn't much
chance for either government
ownership of railroads or social
The
ism in this country.
principle of government by democracy isn't dead in this coun
trynot by a long shot

Carbon Cly Gorag
202 N. Third St,
J. K. Matsushita

Phone No,
H. T. Yoshiga. proprietors

and

R

Experts on all makes of cars
Special attention given to ignition, starting

A

and lighting systems.
Welding and metal cutting
Carbon removed from cylinders while you wait!
Oxy-Acetyle-

ne

AgenU for

Mitchell Automobiles
The car of 1 00; improvements

We eould call it the "besf-da- im
all sorts of
things for it; but not until you have seen the New
With Sen. A. B. Fall at t!S
head of the Senatoral
nmitteeVi Model Mitchell Six with its improvements and ridden
to probe outrages on U. S.f
in it can you appreciate what a marvel of power.
citizens by Mexico we may rest
comfort and beauty it is.
assured that the probing will go
to the hot torn. Sen. Fall is the
See it at once and have it demonstrated to your
one Senator who has stood out
'
satisfaction.
"A
from the very beginning of Mex
ico s wholesale banditism, stnv
A motor car for every income

ing to get the U. S. government
to take proper steps to protect
our citizens. He has, for his re
ward, had to suiter criticism
from the administration Wilson
himself. It is too bad that a
joint committee from the Senate
and House could not have gone
about this work. But there is
still a timid feeling in the House
to guard Wilson's tender attitude
towards Mexico.

Who Will Pay and HOW?

i
24-3-

-

Demonstration Car at Garage

18

How Many failures and bankruptcies have
been averted by Life Insurance?
How Many families of young children have
been kept together by Life Insurance?
How Many have been saved from poverty by
Life Insurance?
How Many young men and women have been
educated by Life Insurance?
How Many fathers and mothers have been
made comfortable in their old age
by Life Insurance?
How Many have been saved from pauperism
'
and crime by Life Insurance?
If you realized How Many You should investigate without delay the benefits of the
finest,
Pohcy written by JA H.
Young, the "NEW YORK LIFE MAN" at
Postal Telegraph office, or address Box 325
Gallup, New Mexico.
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Jewelry Cut Glass, Silverware

New Mexico Produce

High class ware and articles thatwill fit every - need
stones
inthe gift line. A beautiful stock of
of every description. WATCH REPAIRING a specialty. Watch inspectors for Santa Fe R. R. Edison
Diamond Disc phonographs speak for themselves.
pre-cio-

Company
Telephone No. 2

The editor of this paper is un
alterably opposed to the
and proposed League of Nations.
To our way of reasoning such is
a monstrosity, an absurd attempt
d
at
idealism, an in
sult to our Constitution, a mock
ery of the suffering at Valley
Forge,' to snub the sacred tradi
tions and fundamental principles
of our government, and if ap
proved by the U. S. Senate and
accepted by this Nation will chain
a mortgage around the neck of
every unborn male child for all
future time.
ed

white-winge-

s

up-to-da- te

us

Gallup American 4 inch screen coal
Dry cedar and pinon wood, all lengths.

F. W. Wurm, Jeweler

Soda waters and
Coca Cola

OIL STOVES

Buy them by the case for family use.

DETROIT Vapor oil stoves are just
the thing to use this summer weather,
they are handsome, clean, burn like
a gas stove, economical.

-

610

NOTICE

SHE TOOX

STEP-FATHE-

Beginning with this issue of
Shoes in the show windows The Herald all advertisements
marked at $12.50 per pair re- will be charged for at the rate
minds us of an early blunder of 15 cents per single column
OS. BALLOT BI!XS 15 RCS AF
PERFECTION oil stoves are standard make, give permade by the War Dept. where- inch
issue, except profession- TER TANKS
per
WUS
by 20 odd million pairs of shoes al cards which will be at $12 per
TfiQES
fect satisfaction, use little oil, no smoke or odor, burn
were ordered made from an old
IRE 60NE.
or $1 per month, on a bas
with a clear bright blaze.
Civil war pattern. The soldier year,
is of one inch space.
foot
the
of
the
last
of.
boy
days
Honestly. I have gained 15
This is done to meet the ev
..
printing..
Civil war pleasured 6 and 7,
by taking Tanlac and my
pounds
cost
anc
of
production
in
complete
We have cast our lot with you. whereas thn average latter4 'day increasing
is the talk of the
improvement
es
as
merchants
fisrured
is
just
shall
know
our
us.
works
By
soldier wears a No. 9, hence the
ye
R.
Mrs.
said
J.
neighborhood,"
line,
In the best town and among the blockhead mistake by the War timate and arrive at their prices, j Galloway, wife of one of the best
elegant pieces, see our display.
The per issue charge is the known and most
best people of the west
con
Dept has helped to boost shoes
popular
or.Iy business way as some months ductors on the Denver & Rio
Come to see us.
$7.50 and up.
SPALDING Base Ball Goods, bats, balls, mitts, masks,
have five weeks, and to charge Grande railroad, residing at 2325
a flat rate by the month means W, 33rd
of
Government
re
Colo.,
St., Denver,
everything the players need.
owership
"
Of all things needed most in railroads is certain
to become a an occasional, loss of a whole centiy.
week of labor and material.
Gallup just now are houses to
political issue and
three years," continued
accommodate the great number powerful
' By the issue at 15 cents net Mrs.ForGalloway,
anGrape Juice Billy may get
"I suffered so
refrigerof people coming here. Not a other
chance to run. With per single column inch is the from nervousness and catarrh of
offiice
is Woodie's
day passes but this
to
both
fair
and
business
in the ring
way
the head that I could n't get more
visited by people in search of
i than three hours sleep
will be term- publisher and advertiser.
what
representing
a night.
We
are informed ed "sane and safe
places to live.
Local readers will be charged My head was
all the
up
stopped
that rent houses are engaged and W. J. straddlingDemocracy,"
all the isms for at 1 cent per word per issue!- time; my mouth was dry and hot
in
many known
months, ahead,,, and
: Legal publications are governed
political .ismdoiu,
and I had a continual dripping
cases premiums are paid for first socialism to
all the rest. Re- by legal rates.
and
mucous back into my throat
of
out Money seeks the biggest publicans with a clean cut plat
Hardware and Lumber
THE GALLUP HERALD.
was nauseacea, especially in
l
not
are
houses
rent
and
interest,
will sweep
form
Americanism
of
the mornings, and it would take
Aug. 16, 1919.
preferred as interest makers. the country.
mo some time to clear my throat
That is not the question. No
of
the mucous. My stomach also
K3TICE.
made
be
up Gen. Burleson released the
hustling city can
became affected and I couldn't
Some
owners.
home
of
Whom
Concern:
To
It
wholly
May
digest what I would eat.
of us must be renters, and the Tel. & Tel. lines just in time to
Please take notice that the rood would sour and the My
look
scheme
the
after
gas
gigantic
bigger the city the more renters. of
has
E. S.
groceries thru the undersigned, out his Crura, one formed from it made me misera
Good people, many of whom U. retailing offices.
sold
entire
ble. I had the most terrible
In keeping this day
S. post
would become owners of homes, with the
half interest in and to the Round headaches imaginable, and while
red
usual
employed
tape
come and go away simply beRock Trading store, in Apache I tried a number of different
government in consumat
cause they can not find accom- by our
Arizona, which has kind3 of medicines I kept getting
County.
its plans, we would say that
modations. One hundred four ing
is none too early to start our heretofore been conducted by worse. I lost my appetite and
it
or five room rent houses in Gal- Christmas shopping, if we would E. S. Crum and J. B. Cotton, to got so weak and rundown last
Native peaches, Plums, Pears
lup would be one of the biggest have turkey and cranberries by R. G. Webb, and that the said October I had to give up and was
and
is
Crabapples, Native Grapes,
assets of today. Gallup
last named partees will now down in bed for three weeks un
December zo.
business
conduct
is
the
of
entire
Money
plentiful.
wealthy.
able to do a thing.
could , be
Houses for
the said store, . The said E. S, f . vynen i nnany
got up i . was
of
cost
of
The
the
story
high
built and many of them sold on
Crum will not; be' responsible for! extremely weak weak
Canned milk, Fruits and- - Vegeand nerv
H. C, L., has
abbreviated
living,
A
not
if
rented.
indebtedness or contracts ous ana
any
easy ierms,
me
tables are sold on a small margin.
any
notmng neipea
olution of this problem will become common complaint by made or entered into by the said until I began
Tanlac. My
using
Men
all.
of
all
from
walks
of
life,
;
to
ause Gallup
new firm.
grow by leaps
; ;j
in Lima, Uhio, told
cellar to attic, are kicking. Yet
and bounds.
N. M., this me about Tanlac doing him so
Dated
at
Gallup,
Reduce the high cost of living,.
not one single profiteer has been
7th day of August. 1919.
much good and advised me to
sent to the pen.
.
where you can buy cheapest
E.
S.
Crum
Buy
Signed,
Now we come to the dust
try it and I am certainly glad
his
took
I
advise
for
We
that
awful.
is
three
nuisance in Gallup. It
carry nothing but the best in
A
New Mexico's lieutenant gover
With free water, as we under- nor grows in popularity as the Sheriff J. H. McCamant, wife bottles have just about made a
all
lines.
One trial with this store
stand, from the New Mexico Ice days of his usefulness are numb ard daughter took in the big well woman of me. I have not
'
"
will
convince you.
& Produce Co., there is no excuse ered. Demands are made upon celebration at McUaffey Sunday. had a headach since I started
r .'.A, i
' '
A.4'".for dust Ladies do not go shop- him for public speeches from far
taking Tanlac and the catarrh is
v.."v A 'V AAA
Gregory Page of Gallup at so much better that I, hardly
ping when dust is in the air and near. Lieut. Gov. Pankey
tended the celebration i n notice it any more. My stomach
thick enough to scoop with a ia a very busy man.
honor of General Wood. Santa is in splendid condidition now
spade. Merchants don't care to
State Record.
to
have
Fe
seems
and my appetite is tine I can
Rumania
the
windows
to
have
show
dress
just
We will appreciate your patronage A' A
eat and digest anything I want
their goods ruined. Visitors don't bits in her mouth, tail over the John
cashier
J. Emmons,
of and my nerves have quitted down
care to stop here just to be dash board and going some
swallowed up in dust. Where where, no one knows where. If the Gallup State Bank, spent the until I can sleep all night long
no speciai taxation is provided Rumania is of that mind, let her fore part of the week in the just like a baby. In faqt, I am
Successor to P. V. Ritter .. A
McGaffev vicinity, going u p feeling
just about as strong and
to defray the expenses of street go. Let the U. S. attend to her
comthe
to
enjoy
Sunday
big
well as I ever did and as I have
own troubles.
sprkinkling a satisfactory plan
celebration.
munity
said I have actully gained
already
merbe
can
arranged whereby
Andrew Carnegie is dead, aged
The I. W. W's. at Oatman,
15
besides. Why, I have
County Clerk Chaa. W. Davis
pounds
chants and business people can 84, During his last years, he Oats that will gather right
all ray Ariz., are demanding si per has been kept pretty busy
so
much,
improved
Most
that,
much
month.
60
50.
to'
so
per
pay
Ushelsvjhe
gave over 350 mUlibtfto libraries,5; around
;
suits for a
qngesJ
any one will give a dollar a colleges and other benevolent in-- 1 acwHifth vicifrityof McGaffey, mends! are talking about, it and Hour.
A""''-- ' ' ""
every
now
them
are
of
eise, ana me consum divorces.
ininj?
number
a
tak
to
the
dust
have
month
kept stitutions. Andrew Carnegie wa3 in the z.uni mountains, grown by
all.
er
it
pays
not
only on account
down. In busy places like Gal- loved by the whole world. Peace the rain fall, or by dry farming ing Tanlac
of what I have told them, but
Atty. H. C. Denny has been
process, a not so bad.
lop street sprinkling should be to his ashes.
because they can see for them
Judge Alfred Ruiz, Sr.. reports in Albuquerque during the week
done at night while the streets
are clear of vehicles and atmos- - Nick Hengle has the contracts Sen. Walsh of Massachusetts selves what Tanlac has done for that one of the Burkburnett attending to legal matters conwells in which he is.a stockhold- nected with the Direct Line Coal
herical conditions favorable, for the new Golden Rule and L. objects to certain sections of the me.":
he dust nuisance in Gallup G. Shanklin business buildings League of Nations document andJ Tanlac is sold in Gallup at the er, has started out at 2500 bar- Co. In this case Mr. Denny is
rels per day.
on Coal Ave.
assisted by Atty. C. M. Botta.
the Administration is worried
needs attention.
Banner Drug Store.
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Edward Hart

We Have for canning
at prices that are right
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WHAT A CHECK TELLS
A check drawn on the McKinley County Bank tells
of leadership, sound policies, financial integrity
and success.
Our credit is extended to concerns ably and successfully managed, whose financial history is clean; and
the cutsomers of this bank are the leaders of the busP"1 iness industries ofthcoimnunity.

P

WHEN
v

If

much-advertise-

d

there is anything in Comb or Brushes that you
don't pass us by. We have good Hair Brushes
way from 50 Cents up Y
,

you want a
kind

first-cla-

Hair Tonic

ss

we

D

tv

UfeV Pleasures

0

are bestowed by destiny upon
tho who have the judgment
to practice frucplity ana foreDon't spend all you
sight.
earn on the passing show.

We will save you money and give you quality
on any need you may have in our lines

Fifteen years of Conseruative and Successful banking

0 TtaE M

have all the

Gallup,
ORGANIZED

0

0

N.A.Wibon

Shop and Office 213 Aztec Ave.
Plans drawn
Estimates furnished

Phone 293

Join the crowing number of young men
who have a cavh) eccount in our care.

Ambulance Service
Phone 68, Night 103

Town Calls $5.00

THE GALLUP STATE BANK

L. Stewart

Largest and Strongest Bank in McKinley County

The Herald $2.00 a Year

guaranteed

satisfactory

To give bur patrons the best service possible, we
have installed a Dry Room for your clothing and
have added a new Overland car for deliveries.
Brazos and Brazos Props;
Phone 205

207 Coal Ave.

mmm
It is our intention

that you shall

receive full value for every
spent with us.'
We value

the enduring appreciation

of

riiili!iSflil!liKiil(!IlilI!lril!linilfJ!?!
N

those who

transact business with us
worth your trade.
We will please you better, will save

you money.

S3

Tobacco is always fresh. Just right
best cigarette you ever tasted
Velvet Tobacco never gets dry because the tin
keeps tobacco in much better condition than a bag.

1S3

Get some Velvet Tobacco today. Just see what a
fine cigarette you can roll with it; Velvet Tobacco is
cool and tastes good. It cannot burn your tongue.
Buy Velvet in, pae red tin with the picture of a pipe on
it One tin makes 45 cigarettes.

r5

Don't pass us by.

Gallup Tin & Hardware Co.
Sneddon and Boardman Bros.
'

Vulcanizing'' '

'

Tires

'

;

Auto Supplies-

-

Agents for Velie automobiles and Trucks Haynes automobiles

J: C; Penney Golden Rule
move to new quarters
will
store
on Coal avenue just as soon as
the buildingr is completed and
new fixtures arrive, which will
be about Ocu .1. if not before.
The

'

mm

dollar

Our hardware service is worth your while,

VELVETthe

Grand Master W. If. Sprague
of the F. & A. M., colored, head,
quarters at Denver, with juris-

diction over Colorado, New MexArizona, Montana and
Wyoming, was here this week
on an official visit with Lodsre
It has become a joke to put- No. 22 of Gallup. This matter
an adv. in a Gallup paper in- was reported to us bv Lee Brazos
for a house to live in. of tne Gallno Cleaning parlors.
?xmgbe worse tnan a joke if
some one don't find a house for
the ye editor and family. And Visitors enjoy the many interas bemraw can't be choosers, we esting- things to be found at the
can make out with three rooms. J. R. Willis studio, and this inCall this office and tell what vou stitution is something Gallup
can be proud of.
have.
The new business home for . L.
So much court matters in Al- G Shanklin on Coal avenue will
(luring the week that
buquerque
about
fori
occupancy
be readyon rricay mat- - mere
sara
wag
it
Oct. 1. Mr. Shanklin will was
an
attorney in Gallup.
nqt
make extensive additions to his
stocks.
hardware and furniture
Prof. A; L. Groll of New York,
Wentworth Field, one of the an artist of fame, was here this
party of brominent persona from week visiting with Edward Hart
Chicago in Gallup, isalsoenroute and family. Prof. Groll will attend the Snake dance.
to the snake dance.
ico,
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Contractors and Builders

Dry, Steam and Chemical
Cleaning
All work

1904

WILSON BROS.

To Thcca Who Save Now

We advertise what we do,
we do what we advertise.

Mm CobntyBank
N,M.

W. G. Wilson

Good things come

Gallup Cleaners
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MIS

land, and I am going to get married
She refused to go to the tea party, C0.12STRUCTI0N OF GOOD ROAD
out "Aa If the home weren't Just as
out uuer, much later."
much labor aa the office."
now that the gown was lost and she
"I hate conundrums," said Mr. Dp.
Leila attacked her from another di said she had letters to write.
Concrete Highway Is Competed of
"Better tell ma the answer, tor X won't rection. "For goodness sake, Daphne,
PENDENT UPON ANY UAH
But when ber mother and Leila had
Mixture of Sand, ttene, Portland
don't loae your head. Dont you im left her she wrote only one letter
guess, wnat are you going to dor
Cement and Water.
J o going to lend a hand," said agine for a moment that a husband note of regretful rejection to Dutllh.
Daphne. "Do my share. Oat
The 'concrete road Is composed of
Job will be happier and lore his wife bet- She pinned It to the box and sent It
Synoseisy Clay Wimburn, a young Mew Yofker on a That to Oleve-lanuu earn my Doara ana keep,"
meeta pretty Daphne Elp, whose brother U In the tame office wjth
ter because she earns wages. The off by a messenger. Then she tele a carefully proportioned' mixture of
awTen noip us i xou've gone harder you work for men, the better phoned to Tom Duane. d
clean, hard,
Clay io Wall atreet After a whirlwind courtship they become engaged.
.sand, pebShe did not quite realise the temer- bles or broken stone, Portland cement
cnuyi" ears, tup exclaimed. "You get they like somebody else. The harder
Clay buya an engagement ring on credit and returns to Mew York.
to
bed
and
man
to
a
for
better
he
feel
the
works
an early marriage, and after extracting from her
better In the
you
you'll
Daphne agrees
ity of calling a man at his dub, and and water. This mixture Is laid upon
likes you. . Beat of alL ha loves the Tom Duane misunderstood her, im the subgrade to a depth of 7 Inchest
money-worrie-d
morning; ? in finish my letter."
father what aha regards as a aofflclent sum of money
She added, unbeknownst to Dannie. woman that tries to break him."
for the purpose she goes to New York with her mother to boy her trousputed her innocence to Its opposite. He or more for the entire width of the
a postscript as long aa the letter, conseau. Daphne's brother, Bayard, has Just married and left for Europe
Daphne'a answer was a snappy: TI remembered ber as a pretty thing. If road, and soon hardens Into a mass
tradicting all she had Just written and dont believe It I I'd despise a man she were bras en well, he liked brass as hard as rock. The materials are
with his bride, Leila. Daphne and her mother Install themselres in
.(
.
r
A
j.
urging her husband to come Bast at that felt that way."
In certain forms. When she said that uuvuueu
j togeiuer
Bayard's flat. Wimburn Introduces Daphne and her mother to luxurious
oj ine cement so nrm;-l- y
once ana take charge of hla
women
The
with
three
Mew York Ufe. Daphne meeta Tom Dunne,
have
wrangled
she
serious
to
who seems
wanted
a
talk
with
that it is Impossible for traffic to
unruly
daughter. She dropped It In the mall wise saws and modern instances, ahd him at his convenience, he made It the loosen or separate the particles. For
greatly attracted to her. Daphne accidentally discovers that Clay is
and
It fell Into a bottomless pit they were in a perilous state of dis immediate moment at the cost of this reason no expensive maintenance
chute,
penniless, except for his salary. Bayard and his wife return to Mew
sension when the telephone rang. Leila breaking an engagement at tennis.:
along with ber other hoses.. . .
York unexpectedly... The three women net out on a shopping excursion
is required.
uapnne and her mother were uneaiv answered It and her outcries of Indigand the two younger women buy expensive gowns, having them charged
He asked ber If she would not meet
The foundation or' subgrade Is comat tne prospect of the breakfast en nation alarmed Mrs. Kip and Daphe him somewhere for tea, but she said pacted where the concrete.
to Bayard.
Is to be
counter with the bridal couple. There till they learned the cause.
that she preferred to see him at her laid and the roadbed Is drained so
had been a sense of strain the first
Bayard bad called up to say that brother's apartment
His invitation that no water will remain' under 'the
morning. But now a bitter quarrel had the luncheon party must be postponed. aroused her suspicion. Her invitation slab, writes A L. Pettlbone Jn "Dakota
CHAPTER VII Continued.
any man pays for, eh? What are yon Intervened
teat first ugly Quarrel Outrageous business had made anoth confirmed bis.
Farmer.
Upon the foundation congoing to live on air
She answered him, grimly, There when the wedge of finance la driven er Insidious attack on love.
Leila said nothing, but thought bard.
Daphne's heart was beating excited crete Is laid In one or two courses.
Leila came from the telephone In: a ly while she waited for him and she A
are several million women In this between united hearts.
concrete road consists of
Bayard was silent Later the door-be- ll
and Leila, however, arrived state of desperation mitigated by the began to feel that she had
herself a relatively rich concrete mixture
put
rang and a young sewing, girl brought country earning their own living, and at Bayard
the
table
all
smiles, more amorous fact that Bayard had asked ber to in
e
wmnar licht when nnna
two big boxes from Dutllh's. They rm going to be one of them."
road con- throughout A
I
were so big that there was no conceal
His comment was a barking, "Hah I" than ever. Leila wore a triumDhant take Ms mother and Daphne shopping rived and the maid showed .him into elsts of a somewhat leaner mixture for
smile, such aa Delilah must have worn and buy them and herself something the living room
Daphne tried to re- a base with a richer top or wearing
ing them. Leila made a timid effort to She lugged the box away to her room.
the second time she went out walking worth while as an atonement for his deem herself
by a businesslike direct course, applied before the concrete In
escape with here, but Bayard was full Bayard flung himself Into a chair and
abandonment
ness.
the base has begun to harden. Frelistened to the cauldron of his own witnner nig beau..
of a cheerful curiosity:
it was plain to the anxious eyes of So they set forth again on another
'Mr. Duane, you must think It very quently
In the form of
hateful thoughts. Gradually they
"What's all that, honey?"
Mrs. Kip and Daphne that Leila had onset against the ramparts of beauty.
ceased, to bubble and stew.' He could
peculiar of me to drag you up here." wire fabric or steel rods Is embedded
"Ob, it's Just a a little thing
from
the
an
the
To the silent horror of Daphne and
quarrel with
hear now the' muffled beat of Leila's emerged
"I think It's mighty kind of you." in the concrete. This assists to prepicked up today at Dutllh's."
loot and aggravated power.
her mother, Leila was persuaded to
"You say that before you hear what vent cracks in the slab and aids In
"What is it, a scarf or something? sorrow. He resisted It for a while,
She had taken advantage of her hus buy a new coat and a new hat and to rm going to ask you. I'm going to keeping cracks which
at
sneered
at
and
then
may form from
at
It
It,
raged
Qlve a fellow a look at It'
band's trust and abused bis generosity pay for them by the convenience of ask you to do .me a tremendous fa
opening to any appreciable extent
He began to untie the knot Sealed the cruelty of the world.
no
with
more
evil motive, opening two new accounts at the sug vor."
The high wearing quality of the conLeila's sobs bad stopped now and recklessly,
across the cord was an envelope, with
Indeed, than the wish to beautify her- gestion of two soapy salesmen. Bay"That will be doing me a tremen crete road results from using properly
listened
for
them
Bayard
anxiously.
self In his honor, and yet with
a statement. Bayard tore It free.
ard's surrender after his first battle dous favor," he said.
Of grief. A lasso
graded, clean, hard sand and pebbles
Leila snatched at it Bayard laughed remaps she bad died
had already accomplished the expect
Then she amazed blm with her re or crushed rock. These must be comseemed to have caught him about the
and dodged ber. Leila pursued.
was
not
It shoulders; It was
It
altogether Leila's fault able result
quest: "You offered yesterday of bined with Portland cement In caredragging him to the If the lesson she learned,
wag a ghastly game of tag for her, and
perhaps unEverything was the very latest thing course I know you didn't mean It but fully measured proportions, mixed with
door.
Daphne and her mother looked on in
d
He went there at last and listened. consciously, from the combat was and yet was marked down. But Daph you offered to get me a Job with a a
batch mixer to prolike this:
guilty dread. Bayard, whooping with He beard a low
ne priced things now with a new souL theatrical manager."
duce a stiff plastic consistency, then
unendur-abl- y something
whimpering,
room
ran
dashed
Into
his
and
my husband into debt with She was thinking in the terms of
I
laughter,
Duane's hospitable smile hardened placed upon the foundation ahd struck
appealing. He tapped on the door out
closed the door, held It fast while Leila
consulting him. His listless love wages and toll.
into a grimace of anxiety. He mum- Off with a template or strike board,
and
called
It
through
woke from Its torpor and enchanted
pounded and pleaded with blm.
She was going to earn fifty thousand bled, "Oh, yes."
so shaped that the surface of the pave"Leila, honey love, forgive me. I've me with a
s
His laughter was quenched sharply. seen
demonstration
of
"You know Mr. Raven or whatever ment will have the desired crown. Afyear some day, but she supposed
the
little
beautiful.
It's
gown.
its energy. He stormed. I wept thrill- that at first she would earn very little his name Is
There was a silence. He opened the You shall have
ter rolling with a light metal roller
very well, don't your
it and a dozen like it
door and walked out a .sickly pallor at
He apologised, begged to be twenty-fiv- e
"Mr. Reben oh, yes yes, I know to compact the concrete and remove
dollars a week, perhaps.
me and love me again. ingly.
Please
forgive
his lips, the statement in bis hand :
me
to
some
more
nice
bring
permitted
For the first time In ber existence him fairly well."
excess water used in mixing, the conAnd Til
you anything you want
"This can't be right' honey: 'Bayard Please. buy
she vividly understood how all these
"I want to go on the stage. Would crete is finished by seesawing a secme stand
Please
don't
keep
Kip to Dutllh, debtor. Peach-blofairy tissues were the products of hu you dare Introduce me to Mr. Reben?" tion of rubber or canvas belting along
tag outside your door. Honey I Leila
satin gown two hundred and seventy-fiv- e love I" ;
man labor, paid for with wages and to
"Indeed I will, and proud to do It"
dollars.' The price is ridiculous,
be
sold for other wages. Pearls were
"Do you think he'll give me aThe door opening, he slipped
and I have no account there."
drops of sweat; perfumes were the a Job?"
;
to take refuge with his Leila.
"He he insisted on my opening through
of weary men; soft fabrics were
sighs
Til make blm."
A
moment
later
the doorbell rang.
one."
ie nara spinning of human silkworms.
"How can I ever repay ybuT"
"But I don't want to open any ac- Daphne cheeked the maid whose ears
Her hand went out to htm and he
Bayard was even now racking his
been
had
entertained,
fascinatingly
counts. I pay my bills In thirty days
brain to accumulate what three worn, took It and squeezed It and It
told her that If the caller were
en were squandering.
it discount them for Cash. can't pay and
squeezed back gratefully. But he did
Mr. Wimburn he was to wait outside
this in thirty days. Every penny I In
not let go. Duane seemed to be ex
So
she
meditated
as
had
Daphne
the halt It was Wimburn and
can see ahead of me Is laid out"
never meditated before add might not cited suddenly.
went out to him. He greeted
Daphne
"I I'm sorry," Leila faltered. "Yon lin. wwwtlt
often inedltate again. She refused to
Daphne drew her hand back, but his
uci mui uie icoii. oi a young '.lover.
came with It, and he followed dost
said the times were getting better."
a
Her
could
mother
buy
thing.
only
him
a
cold
cheek to kiss,
Daphne gave
"I thought they were; I hoped they and then,
explain her mood ap symptom of an upon. There was a look in hla eyes
her engagement' ring
illness and advise her to get home to that made her uneasy. His voice waa
were. But they've gone bad again. Be- from her pulling
finger, placed It In his hand.
uncertain as he said:
bed. .There was something suspicious
sides, I waa trying to cheer you np,
"What what's this, Daphne?" he
"You can repay me easily enough,
In the condition of a girl who could
to give you a happy honeymoon. And stuttered.
'
If
Of
.look
I bought you everything you saw
conscience
or
wth
you want to."
'
apMf-7"
at,
"It's your ring. I'm giving it, back.
quelmSj
iirnrr
abroad. And It wasn't enough I When The
do.
"I
But
she asked
how?
How?"
Is off Indefinitely."
engagement
will you gef enough clothes 1"
At
length fatigue and falntness re anxiously, not quite daring to wrench
An Improved Highway in West.
"For heaven's sake,' why?; What
minded Mrs. Kip, senior, that she had her band free.
Leila had' stared Incredulous at the have I done?"
not eaten and the hour was late. She
calamitous result of her tender Im
By by being by being kind to the pavement, leaving a true, even,
"Nothing. Neither have L But I'm
Called for her luncheon and they went me."
pulse to beautify herself in his eyes. going to do something' ,
gritty, dense surface. When sufficient"Kind? How?"v '
Then tears! came gushing and she ran
together to a tearoom. Here, Daphne
ly hardened jtp; prevent pitting or
"What are you going to do. Daphne?"
He did not answer with words, but marking, the surface Is sprinkled with
room end locked the door,
to
naq :qno(oer anew or eccentricity; a
I don't know but something."
stubborn 'determination to go home he lifted her hand with both of his water, then covered .wJth 2 Inches or
Bayard t did not1 follow her. He
"Don't yo love me any more?'
and send back to Dutllh the , wicked to his lips. It was an act of old- more of moist sand or earth, which
.arned for, comfort to his mother and
"Just, as much as ever more' than
gown that she had bought of him on fangled gallantry that could hardly is kept wet by sprinkling for from ten
He. noted the other box. ever. And ni prove it too."
Daphne.
be resented.. But, manlike, having days to two weeks io prevent the concredit,
Daphne had .pot dared to open it
"Prove It by putting the ring back
She had left the house without re- made a formal surrender, be tried ta crete from drying out too rapidly. UnBayard ripped the .envelope from lta on.'
cord and read:
turning It and she was afraid that take command. One hand held hers, der no circumstances should a con"Never! Send it back and save your
would be difficulties If she de- the other swept round ber shoulders crete road be put In use until It is 14
there
Parchmeto
DrY
"Bayard Kip
Dutllh,
moneys That's what I'm going to do
nt-toned
layed.
Fortunately there had been no and pressed her against him, without day 8 old arid In cool weather n longer
.gown, for Miss Daphne with hat fve bought Ks me good She Went to Her Aoom and. Found, Her
roughness yet with strength. His lips time Is .necessary, This Is a brief sumdol night and go, please."
Mother There; Dismally Engaged in alterations lb 'tne gown.
Kip, two hundred and seventy-fiv- e
moved now, not toward her hand, but
, Perhaps there Is no form that satan
lars."
mary of the essentials of the construcShe left him outside and 'closed the "Writing a Letter te; Her, Fathi
:.
7
takes 'oft'ener than .that of a fashion toward, , the sacrednesa of her mouth, tion of a concrete road., ...
He waa' parthment-tone-d
himself as door as lovingly as she could.
he shook s he letatementSat Daphne, i While Clay waited for the elevator things.; Ergoi: when home 'life .grows1 able gown,,. n that shape be offers
and whispered) huskily, "What's this?" to come up and take htm ..down he auu, i can always stir up the fire by women the conquest of the world. But
GOOD ROADS ARE PROFITABLE
'
The future seems bright to
i
:
Daphne1 could pot muster any
Biareu ut we ring wun sneep's eyes, buying something we :cant afford. Daphne resisted him and said po Leila :
Is
as
ahe
Daphne
given what
She explained with craven re- - tossed It, and caught It awkwardly, When I want anything I must set it. "Get thee behind me, satan I . I'm goAuthorities 8hould Act to Meet Grow- she, believes Is the opportunity
I shall bp scolded, then kissed and ing to return this gown and let Dutllh
norse, sawpa gown that I
needed ana laughed and almost spoke his
' ing Demands Befoiiei Trade
realize
to
anibltlon.
her
'So
few
V hadn't' bought
treated
with
awe.
'If
give Bayard' credit for It I won't look
there, and hfl He offered to let it thought aloud:
Goes Other Ways.
difficulties
In
are
the
at
the
.way
it I wouldn't
had. It nor the at another gown till .1 can pay" for it
on your account
''.'.
'
i
cdt$.get the "Funny thing. I haven't paid for If bonus that goesfhave
'(.
she
cannot see
beginning that
with It If we had not I. but of my pwn earnings, fll not get
a
Good
are
Investment.
noney,";..
roads
yet Got an Insulting, letter front the
paying
those that may loom up In the
quarreled we shpuld have missed the I married till I can buy the rest of my
IXocal authorities In cities, towns and
Bayard wis' chokef with wtith ind jeweier, too, mis very afternoon.
future. '""'.
of 'making up.'"
'trousseau'
rapture
myself! "I've decided that
j
terro greater than. hers. '
counties should act without delay to
But Daphne was thumbtag the. tele
j
'This IS' one of the first leisons that an, Independent woman must buy her
meet the growing national and .local
i go to my omce ana won raw phone book to see If she could find certain
'
'
sorts of husbands teach to cer-- 1 own trousseau." '
fiend (Urjday, and I come home
demands before trade goes in other
(TO B3 CONTINUED
Torn Dunne's number.
" (Even i In' the eyes of ambition this
tain sorts of wives. '
fliat my- - wife and my sister have r
directions.
It Is almost impossible to
When
man
the
of
the house had de promised to require a fairly long
e into, flebt for five undretkM
' get back the lost advantage after othImpress Left by Romans..
. CHAPtER
parted, for his office, and the waiter period a period so lenghty that she ,Th ,pld Romans and .. still , )der er districts have, won it
Afty dollars. And the firm, tn'slilg
had carried off the breakfast relics, wondered If Clay's love would outlast CeJts have
firm I work for, bad to extend a note
left their, traces thickly
to
Duane
failed
run
to earth In the three women were left alone In a
(.'She
.,
strewn in the place-namror seven hundred and fifty because the
it,,,,,
of the coun- NOT i AFFECTED BY WEATHER
book. She was at a loss
telephone
She did love him and the thought try jfWugh' which' the victorious afc
completely feminine conclave. They
ve couldn't meet It 1"
;,
for another source of directions. She faced
life Uke three Morns: the old of losing him alarmed her atom than lied armies' advanced
His mother tried to stem the: tide of was new to Mew York and did not
during the latter
new wife, and the deferred the thought of losing the. .precious part1 of the War': Valenciennes was Heat or Cold, freezing and Thawing
Bayard's rage, to turn his wrath with know how to set out on such a pur mother, the
Does 'Not Injure Concrete' Once ' '
'
wife,
her
each
from
dlsadvan'.
of
i'.v
coign
named after the Roman emperor, Val.
gown.
i soft answer:
'"'
suit
it ! Hardened.
Leila woke from her meditation with entlnlan, Just as Orleans was named
"I guess It's all my fault honey. The
She went to her. room, and found'
women
The
married
two
ttimod
nn
we
"Come
sudden
dress
must
a
after
along;
dresses looked so pretty, on the girls I ner mower mere,
Emperor Aurellan. The mark of . Concrete r6ads are not affected by
engaged in the mal'd, with common resentment. for the
the Celt is seen in the dun, or fortress. neat or cold nor
orrea them to take them. You ought "writing a letter to dismally
her father, breaking They were. married and dependent and
by freezing, or thawMrs. Kip, senior, amused the young or tne
to see now beautiful they are; Go put 'Ka uiiu
A
Va
kin. me
Verdun, and, ing when it is once hardened. Other
UUl uie she had hex Independence,. ' .They were Kips by
If
now
aloud:
"I
wonder
contracted
the dress on, Daphne," and' let your trousseau wasuieauiui
of
though
out
thinking
exist materials tracked upon concrete have
to cost far more for far Tories and she ftWhig. It was their
nice Mr. Duane will be at the ence, in the towering old city of Laon. no effect upon It Heat does not soften
brother see how sweet you look In It." less. She was
for extra money privilege to rail at, things as they were, that asking
tea."
the stronghold of the Merovutclana. the binder permitting it to flow; cold
"Sweet 1 She looks sweet in it I It's at once. Daphne smiled
bitterly and but It we their religion to tnown on
"Oh I ahamle shame I" cried Leila. The BJver Meuse, perhaps the river does not make It
beautiful! And that Justifies anything. said "Rub- it oat.and do it .over again;
brittle, causing it to
changing jhem, Ht, 'Krp senior spoke "Ifs a regular Intrigue. No, he won't most connected
wjth war, has the most chip
Lord, what did you make 'em out of, ma jams. ..There ain't goto'- to. be no for
;fl ;,
Mr'))np..ftnior.
him
there.
Rac
at the
be
Telephone
peaceful of names, Meuse being Cel.
these women I"
trousseau. tfb. '''edulpgbMgne."
"Now, Daphne, tell us what lk this quet club and he'll come to you. He's tic for the River
Mrs., Kip nudged Daphne and whl?
of, Meadows.
Proper Grade of Road.
'Mr. Kin tall ''fafsaV'Avnn In flank. new foolishness
all about?"
usually there."
The grade of the road Is Important
pered, "tp on, put the Onfii'Mpm
'
Daphne answered, stoutly: "It's not
She did not see the start the artless
nun Heedlessnesa.
as)
els'
a
blm see you in It"
for on this depends the weight of the
,vnea out sssrr uenuaea engagement fin- - foolishness.
It's the first glimmer of nint gave uapnne, wno bad learned by
The
chase after' self-- load which can be. hauled economiShe spoke' with great cannlness, M1
mat
she
sense
and
were
ever
rm
Pre
had.
proof
sick
Clay
of the I BVWWWI CTUH )H1S IM1I UVI MMfWll UUff gratification or material
ger,in
.
t
- .v
gain often cally.
Daphne, stared at her with derisloj detrothed.
mm vi aiways uving on tne mercy of I to find out otherwise.
e
blinds to the nobler sentiments; and
Daphne
uu cu$eu away ana spoae jM) ,a tonev
Good araclousj" .was Mrs. Kip's
man, taking hltr charity or blslcealed her saltation in the briskness the cold, perhaps unintentional,
IUI hlHnw taa mM kino
''' ' .';' profane omraeht ?"Why on earth did extravagance.
slight
Improvement In Texas,
Tve always been a draa l with which ahW Mneinded thAfrnii of Inattention or
tude, though thought
Texas this year will spend a total of
"Pat it: on, mother! Do, yotvsthlsff you-- "a
oh poor ddddy, and I was getting ready the'Dntilh gown. Sne folded H P and less, rebuff wounds
still further, an al- $76,216,000 on improved highways, acrd eyeivwear the thing? I'tl 'aentfJt "Because I'm too expensive for htm." to shift my weight over to poor Clay's laid It back? In the box as If It were a
sore and bleeding soul whose cording to figures compiled by the
ready
back tomorrow morning at daybreak.
"What are you going to do go back
uut I aon t think a woman baby she was about to leave on a
flagging and ; dejected spirits might state highway department
And W pever take a thing that any to Cleveland and tell evArvhnriv that
to be dependent Oil at tDfln. Tlsatsan' fltlA trial MAil ft svvutI.Bkw '.mtA rtnf have, with a
sympathetic glance, a
smile tff approval, or a welcoming ges
Ba.tar-VrtJJshiulBuilding Roads is Important
ture, been set all atuae, the harmony
The
er '
building Of good roads Is of the
won't take anything tbet
mo, I'm not going back to Qave- "As if she dldall" Mrs. Kip broke ons sorts.
to be passed siocgv-Grenoughts,
greatest Importance to a community.

DAPHNE RESOLVES THAT SHE WILL KO LOICSER EE
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Light Employment

like to be 'as idle
rjt .a. painted ship upon a painted

UCJ

V:

la!.

M

ocean'?'
Til confess that I have an acute attack of spring fever," said Mr.
"but that would be a trifle too
monotonous, even In my present rundown condition. I'd rather be the chairman of a congressional Investigation
committee. That comes as close to
being suspended animation as anything I know about" Birmingham
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Lydia

reeora-:'HM-

uxnpouna to an
'Hllllll I women who suffer
I mil!!""
from any functional
IVkSb for lr.d:?:adsr.C3
Must Wait
disturbance, m it Fhiltppinss
dm dons me mora
rood than all the f"F ASHINQTON. Republican leaders In congress have reached a decision to
doctor's medicine.
postpone Indefinitely the question of granting independence to the
Sine takini iT I
The decision of the Republican leaders against consideration of
Philippines.
fine
have a
healthy
i
,
he Filipinos' plea for independence
MDJ Kin DM MTe
followed the recent bearing accoraea
galnedin health and
strength. 11 hus- the Philippine commission at a joint
band and I both
session of the house and senate com
praiae vour med
mittees on insular affairs. It transietas to all suffering
pired that few, if any, of the Repub
women." If rs. John Kopfilmann, R.
lican or Democratic members of those
ko. , meuen, Moras.
had been sufficiently imcommittees
TUa famous root and berb remedy,
the
representations of the
by
pressed
Lydia E. Pinkbam't Ventable Com- delegates to take a stand In favor of
pound, baa been Metering women of
America to health for more than forty
freeing the Islands at this time.
'
and It will wall pay any woman
The general conclusion was that
jean
who suffers from diaplacementa. in
no step In this direction snouia ne
11
animation, ulceration, irregularities, taken until more convlnclnsr nroof baa been offered of the ability of the Fill'
backache, neadachea, Mrvoosness or
to stand alone and to continue to maintain the institutions of government
"the bines' to gWo this successful plnos
and education established bv the United States which have wrought such
remedr atriaL
changes In the islands In 20 years.' Moreover, it was deemed inad
For special suggestions In retard to beneficent
visable to take a step of such great moment to these wards of the American
Js. nnknsu
ailment
urata
write
jour
Medicine Co., Iivnn, Mass. The remit republic until the equilibrium of world conditions Is restored.
ox its long exponents u at your service,
It is how taken for granted that the Question of liberating the Philippines
will hot be considered seriously until the congressional committees shall have
Knew What He Was Doing.
visited the islands and made an exhaustive investigation and report to
little boy had a pony and a dog, congress.
and his generosity was often tried by
The Filipino delegation was advised of this status of the matter before
visitors, asking him just to see what leaving Washington, and made no protest In fact, it transpires that the
be would say to give ' them one or' delegation did not expect to obtain favorable action at this time.
both of his pets.
The dispatch of the commission by the Philippine legislature was forced
One day he told a man he might by the minority party In the Island, which accused the majority party of
have bis pony, reserving the dog, lack of aggressiveness In seeking Independence,
lawn to the surprise of his mother,
who asked:
Pacific Fleet Is New Naval Policy
"Why, Jacky, why didn't you give Fifty-Fift- y
him the dog?"
"Say nothing, say nothing, mother.
HE departure of the Pacific fleet marks an epoch In American naval history.
When hn goes to get the pony m set T
1
For the first time the naval force has been divided with exactly half of its
on
Trib
him." Minneapolis
tl'p dot
power
assigned to guard the western seaboard. For the first time also the
une.
.
strategic value of the canal Is to be
fully tested when Admiral Hugh Rodman moves his armada through to Pa
''BAYER CROSS'' ON
cific waters. And for the first time
Americans of the far West are to see
ASPIRIN with their own eyes the full pomp and
power of the navy that has been their
pride for years. The malu base of the
Pacific fleet will be In Puget sound,

a

'genuine

Washington.
The composition of the Pacific
Beet tells Its own etory. The three
most modern ships of tie line In the
navy, the New Mexico, Idaho and Mississippi, are headed west Not since
President Roosevelt sent the Atlantic fleet to girdle the globe have the people
"Barer Tablets of Aspirin" to be of California, Oregon and Washington seen in 'their harbors a more powerful
genuine most be marked with the and modern fighting craft than the old hero shin Oregon, long out of date and
safety "Bayer Cross." Always buy an holding herplace on the navy list only because of ber valiant record. Beside
unbroken Bayer package which con- the 80,000 ton flagship of the Pacific fleet the Oregon will be almost a pigmy,
tains proper directions to safely re and against even the speed of more than 17 knots, which made the old ship
lieve Headache, Toothache, Earache, queen of the navy for years, Hodman's' main fleet, his eight big ships, can
Neuralgia, Colds and pain. Handy tin maintain about 21 knots for hours at a time, while his destroyers can turn up
'
boxes of 12 tablets cost bnt a few 86 knots. "
cents at drug stores larger packages
The sailing of the great fleet marks a complete change In naval policy.
also. Aspirin is the. trade mark of Not while the German fleet existed or while tJerman eyes were leveled cov
Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlc- - etously at the rich and undeveloped resources of South and Central America
ecldester of Sallcylicacld. Adv.
could American naval strength have been divided,
:

'

' '

'

Newsroom typewriter.

Johnson

"The celebrated Dbctor

'

"'

Not In the Right Class.
"Betty, I wish you'd tell Billy and
h
Anna to stop playing with those
children. Their social standing
Is rowing a bit questionable."
"Why, Is that right T"
"Yes, It leaked out at a director's
meeting last night that they have the
poorest stocked cellar In town." Life.
Ains-wort-

Envoys and Rich Gifts, But

No Queen

of Sheba

a NOVELTY, even in cosmopolitan wnsmngton, was tne presentation in
rk other dar to President Wilson of the special envoys of Abyssinia, congrarolating him on the successful termination of the war and bearing gifts
zrom weir empress, waizeru xiuuuuu.
The Dedjazmatch Nado was the orator. His fellow envoys were the Kan
tlba Gabrou and the Ato Herouy. The
AtO Slnkae was secretary and interpreter. The envoys wore red velvet
robes, heavy with gold and silver
one
A man' thinks that there is only
trimmings, and large silk turbans, em
man In the world whose whistling Is
broldered with pearls. The address
not a nuisance.
was in part:
"More than 6,000 years have
elapsed since the establishment of the
Ethiopian government. In the time of
Gave
iCwYd ami Hniomnn this sovernment was well known. The queen of Ethiopia,
Mnmria. ruled over all Sheba at that time. . She heard of King Hoiomon ana
cams to listen to his wisdom and see the country, and as she returned to her
Mrs. Hoffman's Recovery own dominion she proclaimed the religion of the living God. From mat time
until Constantino the Great Ethiopia has believed In God according to the
Froa Dropsy a Surprise.
laws of the Old Testament. In the time of Constantino Ethiopia Decame
She Used Doan 8.
Christian according to the gospel of Jesus Christ, and since that time has
uonam-medan- s
"I was in dreadful shape," aays Mrs,
fought for her Christianity and Independence against tne surrounding
W. B. Hoffman, 689 Oakley Ave., Ham.
heathens.
and
mond, HI. "There was a aiokening pain
Aii tha nsnniA nt Vfthinntn. knnwlna-- that the United States of America,
across the small of my back and when
knife-lik- e
I stooped over,
after securely establishing ber own Independence, has taken upon herseif the
twinge near
wonderful duty of assisting the allies In gaining equal liberty and independ
ly uruTO mo wuu. x una
large puff under my
ence, rejoiced and praised the American people."
eyes and my body bloatThe gifts included elephant tusks mounted in solid gold, native garments
ed badly all over. My
feet were swollen to
embroidered la jewels, and a gold box containing letters from the empress and
their natural siae
'
t trice the
her son, the heir apparent
akin looked
and

Tender ilicei of chilled
Libby'i Corned Beef and
steamed

greens garniihed
here ie a dinner
your family will aik for again
I
and again Aik your grocer'
for a package ef Libby'i
famous Corned Beef today.

with egg

'

Shave With Cutloura Soap
And double your rasor efficiency as
well as promote skin purity, skin comfort and skin health. No mug, no
limy soap, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when, shaved twice
dally. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing

and shampooing.

Libby. McNeill
Chicago

Adv.

Libby

BUI

MtWauimnmua

Grouch Remalna.

Not all birds seem happy. There's
Heard by the Boas.
In an office where I ' once worked the crow, who has to cough up his
wo nicknamed the boss Vegetable voice.
nose.
Face because he had a turn-u- p
old, One day when he had finished dicta-in-g
to me he asked me to send ode
of the other girls In with some letters
When I reached the
he wanted.
stenographers' room I said to a girl,
"Vegetable Face wants those letters
f Famous French DISCOVERY
he gave you this morning." On hearreplaces rverVe, wastage.
ing a sound behind me, I' turned
Increases stiwith.energyy
around and looked into the enraged
b?iHsrflrmeallhy flasK ;
countenance of my, august employer.
'

Mrs. Platbush What's the matter
Mr. Flatbush Oh, he Insulted me.

"What did he sayT"
"Called me an old grouch."
"Don't mind him. Tou're not so
dear." Tonkers Statesman.

AMERICANS
MAKING GOOD

AT

1

I

SIXTY-FIV- E

'

., '.',

Exchange.

Dea't worry about old age. A sound
man is good at any age. Keep your
pedy in good condition and you can be
as kale and hearty and able to "do your
hit" at when jou were a young felloe?.
.
Affections of the kidneys and bladder
are amonar the leadlnr causes 'oft early
' or
helpless age. Keep them dean and

Did you ever hear a man with an
obese bank account say that the love
of money was the root of all evil

Grow Wheat in Western Cauda

tne otner organs in working conoipon,
and yon will have nothing to gear, :
Drive the polsonoua wastes from the
system and avoid uric add' accumulation!. Take GOLD Mff.TUL Haarlem
Oil Capsules periodically and you will
find that you are as good as the next
Tour spirits will be rejuvefellow,
nated, your muaclea strong and rour
mind keen enough for. any task.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules
Will do the work. But be sure fo set
the original imported GOLD MODAL
Capsules. They are
Siarlem Oilshould
help you, or your
For sale by
money will be refunded.
moat druggists.
la sealed packages
three sUea. Adv.
r
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One Crop Cfteo Pays for Ike
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Flying Tripe to Europe. .
-- aer predicts that we shall within
a few years fly across the Atlantic In
the forenoon; apd return in the afternoon. We shall return in the ofter-noono doubt, because after paying
fare for flying so high we shall have
nothing left upon whldh to "do" lands
beyond the Atlantic Louisville
'

,

:
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Its'
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is a benignant tumor? Is

'

wrote one of his Immortal essays in
ha'lf an hour and never stopped to read
It over." said the studious person.
"Possibly so," answered the, veteran
newsDaner man. "but you must remem
ber that the celebrated Doctor Johnson didn't use a typewriter with a
twisted ribbon and one or two letters
missing from the keyboard." Binning- d.
hnm

The war has made table linen very
valuable. The use of Red Cross Bag
Slue will add to its wearing qualities.
Use it and see. All grocers, 6c.

"Pa, what
'
It's, kind oner
'Tea; the kind you don't want to

Wutnrn f!nait affm fha anataat aoVmtami. to home axVera.
Larfsprotttaare amired. yeu can bur on eaay payment tatmev

'

at'SIG to G30 Dor Acre
Fertile Land
afrertaed from 30! to 48
that which 'thrown
years

land similar

Many

has

bnahala of wheat to the acre. Hundred! of cases are on record where fa western
Canada a Blnale) crop baa paid thai coat oi land and production. The Govern
nttbm Dominion and Province of Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta wax
tha farmar to nrotDcr. and extend ovary poaaibla enconraaemant and help to

Grain Crowing and Qtoek Raising.

aad hoga lawill remain.
ofMgniav, cattl aheepatfcuaW
prlctM
V
taeul Slt IaOb till aSHSatT
ai
beat of markett; free achook;
ehlmiinc
fadlineti
there are good
churchet; aplendld climate: low taxation (none on toprorementaK
Ottawa, Caa at
daefrflwarraaa, eta, ewtf to

.L
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Bet Bolldlit OMAHA, KEJt
W. Y. BENNETT. Re
Canadian Government Agent

get"
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Age-Heral-

Her Up

friends

ahiny. When

I

pressed

down, it left a dent
and I knew I was
liaii Aff with Jmmt.

it

there

IfcfclMhaaa; "My friends didn't
think I would live very long. I doctored with three different physicians
and they didn't help me and I was
diaconraged. Nobody mows the torture
I went through.

"I decided to try Boon's Kidney
Ptiit. I used three boxes and I was
cured. I felt fine. As the swelling
went down, my appetite picked up ana

I was

soon perfectly healthy. My color
came back and people said X looked as
well as ever. Doan't Kidney PtlU
saved my life."
Sworn to oefore me,
MABEL T, 8HBRBY,
Notary PubUe.
Oat Deaa'e at Aat Start, 00a Bear

DOAN'SViD!lV
Y.
CO.

roSTOUMILBURN

BUFFALO, K.
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83-19-

National

Guard

Must Be Reorganized With Care

BTAILS of the plans of the war department for reorganisation of the
National Guard as approved by Secretary Baker disclose that the states
may organise up to their full limit if they desire, but in to far as federal aid is
concerned they may only recruit at
present up to 200 men for each senator and representative. In emergency
the maximum organisation could be
Increased to 800 men for each senator
and representative. In a circular letter Secretary Baker says :
"It is the desire of the war de
the National
partment to
Guard on a firm and efficient basis and
to obtain in the commissioned and enlisted grades a maximum of men with
service in the United States army
during the great war. To achieve that end it will be necessary that the regu
lations be fully compiled with, and the requirements for admission in tne
National Guard both for officers and enlisted men fully observed.
"The appointment of officers and enlistment of men who are not suitable
for active field service, (either. for professional or, personal reasons, or who
rould not be able to participate completely and fully In a federal call, will
serve only to lower the military efficiency of the National Guard as a whole.
of the several states
The war department requests the earnest
and territories in making the National Guard an effective force during th
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aeriod ef its reorganisation."
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Lucky Strikes
just right. Because
Lucky Strike ciga-rettes give yon the
oaU

good, wholesome

r-- S

)

some today!
rjET
You're going to

flavor of toasted
,

Burley tobacco.

v,

t cic Batman
a COCXTY.sV.JKJ
trs
MtWKXZIOa
CV
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tar
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folk,
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Water. Mndaat.

or SUIT.

motics

A

L. G. Shenidin

Hardware, Furniture
John

C.

Kitchen

Physician and Surgeon
107 W.Coal Ave.
In office all night
Telephone No. 108
Edmund K. French
Lawyer
Member Bar
Supreme Court United States
Supreme Court New Mexico
Office 205 Coal Ave.
-

Bert

D.

Richards

Lawyer
Licensed to practice in all the
courts of the State, the U. S.
District Court and U. S. Land
Office.

a.

ltoCU3hOlH.

.
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Me. UN
CocaL. OoweU, Defandant.
,
To Cora L. DoweU, the defendaat sows named,
Oreatliw:
You are hereby notified that an aetien boa eca- mniced acainst yea la the above entitled Court
ad leasee, whereto the
plaintiff aeeka a errors fran
tha noaad of abandonment
ion are farmer nounea mat unless you enter
your appearance aad plead in aaid ass, fa
Court, oa or before tha nth day of
1919. Judgment by default will be entered
yoa and plaintiff will aoektha raUef daaanoad bi
hie complaint
Tha name and addraaa of plaintiff'! attoraeve b
E. A. Martin and McFla. Edwards and HeFle,
Gallup, New Mexico.
Witneea my hand, and the seal of sslt Court, at
my office in Gallup. New Mexico, thia 5th day of
August. Ml ft.
SEAL OF COURT
Charlee W. Davia
. Clerk of the District Court
in ana lor MeKlnley County
9
New Mexico.

To U iwmmwI defeadant, Kuy Waters
URSaiTlMS- sYou are kmln noufWd ihM aa sttkm has been
Bonwwiimd
by Lake Janata, to
tbeve-naase- d
plain tUT. ifi the District Cegrt ol
the Ueeood Judicial District in and for Uw
Count of Mcknitor, MmUs of New Mexiew; Uit
Uw laid eeooa a bioucht p obtain judgment
aTalaatieolaan action for debt, and you ar
hereby notified that .unlaw you appaar ana
mwr o ether win plead on or before tha HuUi
day of Aucuet, Ittlt. tba aaid plaintiff wUl taite
judreownl acainst you fur the sum denandd in
M7S.14, with interest and coeis
complaint, it
of auit
Tha nam and address of plaintiff'! attorney is
Bert O, Miehania, Gallup. New Mexico.
Witnaaa my hand and the and of aaid court at
toy office in Gallup, New Heileo. thia 6th day of
Au. MS.
In the District Court of MeKlnley County' New
Charlee W. Davis.
DEAL OK COURT
N0.9KL
Clerh of the Dill net Court in Mexico.
and for licKinley County. In the Matter of tha Estate of Cassady and
Harvey, Assignors for the Benefit of Creditors,
New Mexico.
H. Neumann. Auianae.
lit pub Aue;. 8.
NOTICE OF PINAL SETTLEMENT OF AS
4th pub Aur. St.
i
SIGNED ESTATE.
Public notice is hereby given that on the 2nd
day of September, 1919. at the hour of 10 o'clock
In the Dielrict Court of MeKlnley County, Nc
in the forenoon of tha aaid day at the Court House
Mexico.
No. 1(173.
in old Albuquerque, Bernnlillo County.
In the Matter of the Eetate of J. B. McCoy, Mexico, the undersigned auiimca) of tha above
Aasincnar for the Benefit of Creditors, G. W. entitled eetate will apply to the Court for hie disMcAdsms, Assignee.
charge aa each set urn ee and for tha flnai settleNOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT OF AS, ment of the aaid estate) and will present to said
8IGNED ESTATE.
Court at aaid time and plate hia accounts and
Public notice ie hereby erven that on the 2nd vouchers as required by law.
Any and all persona in interest may appear at
day of September, 1919, at the hour of 10 o'clock
and place and resist said application if
hi the forenoon of the said day at the Court Houxe aaid time
so deaire.
in old Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, New they
Dated at Gallup, New Mexico, thia (th day of
Mexico, the undersigned assignee of the above August A. D. 1919.
entitled eetate will apply to the Court for hie die.
H. Nautaana.
Asaignee.
charge a aueh aeaiener and for the final eettkv
"
9.
uub.
Aur.
let
ment of the aaid aatate and will preeent to aaid
hurt pub. Aug. 3D.
court at aaid time and place hie accounts and
voucbera as required by law.
Any and all persons in interest may appear at
said time and place and resist said application if
they no desire.
Dated at Gallup. New Mexico, this 6th day of
August A, D. 1919.
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Coaaty al MeK War
Berry P. Doweil,

G. W. McAdams.

Assignee.
1st pnb. Aur. ft.

last pab.

An.

90.

We ere receiving chily frc:!i
cupply of fruib end vegetables
s.
For Canning A choice lot of peaches. p!ux.3 end
The fintxt jelly b made from crdbepp!ee, try
it. Other fruits for canning and preceryinfj in ceon.
Our stoclt of staple groceries b freeh and complete.
crcb-apple-

Watch our
Window display
Hi

m

w

KETNERS

D.

Stone Cutting, Contracting ,
All work guaranteed entirely satisfactoiy
JAMES MEZZOCCO, Box 985, Gallup, N..M.

Rolliet

Funeral Director

'and
Licensed Embalmer ....
Arizona
New Mexico,
Chapel, Automobile Service
Office phones 56 Res. night phone
No. 78

Gallup Transfer Co. Phone 42
Succesior to Matlock Transfer Co.

Operating General Transfer Business
Baggage Transfered, Storage Room

Use

EASTMAN

Coal and Wood

Film

.,4

,

J. R. WILLIS

Eastman Kodak Agency

Gallup, N. M.

.'

f

..

Our ice cream is fresh every day .and our fruits'
and syrups are the best and purest! that money can
buy

'
North 3rd- - St of bridge
All kinds of Household Goods, Furnitue and Miner Took
Second Hand Goods bought sold and exchanged

Mail Orders Solicited

you will find the cleanest service
.

New and Second Hand Store
.

confections
in town.

,

You will find our booths a cool pleasant place to
'

spend the warm hours of the afternoon. 'The fans
are always running and you will never find it too
warm to enjoy a dance in the afternoon or evening.

Sherbet Every Sunday
Visit us tomorrow

Guaranteed, goodr'VnH
also take timber land..' Also
seventy thousand acres laftd m
San Juan County, New Mexico,
near oil wells drilling $5.00 per
acre. For sale by HugoSedberg;
H&f
Raton, N. Mex.
LOST Between Gallup and
Ft. Winjrate one gold watch and
chain. Monogram on back tfr&.
T.mor.t.rivi HnllarR reward. Re
816
turn to Herald office.

.

;

it

O

Miforaia
Get

!

cool in

DO O

TV

'

J. Peternel

i

LAND SCRIP will securejitle
to government land without .reu
quiring residence, or otherMpay-men-

awapgo

now

forget work and worries
go to the beaches frolic in
the surf loaf on the cool
white sands fish live.

Announcement
Owing to the early Organising
of the "Chevaillier Sanitarium
Corporation ' my practice wil be
limited to Gynaecology, feeum

Comer Coal Ave. and 2nd St

Electrical TheraDeutics, Ortho- laboratory
nedic and
work.
Phone
CHKee 110 Coal avenue.'
M. to
A.
1:30
Office honre
IRQ
5:30 P. M.
A. M. Chevailler, M. D.

'
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HfeCS

Excursion Fares
In effect dailyliberal return limit

Mi?

Tickets, reservations, descriptive literature
detail information on application to agent

RUIZ & OVERSONL

Attorneys at Law
Practice In All Courts Of

a

Nevv Mexico

McFIE, EDrWARDS

at

McFlE

&

LAW

.

Office

You know that better gro- -'
ceries make a better meal.

!

:

Gallup and Santa Fe,

N.

M,

"Sudden Service"
and

The cook knows it There isn't a single
argument in favor of buying anything
except the BEST in groceries.
"We won't carry anything else.
We please the cook will please you.

v

Hurry Back
SPECIAL ELECTION
C.astitMtiaaal AaMa4aaaati
Pursuant to H. B. No. 405, being
followChapter 138, Lw 1919-- The
ing amendments to the Constitution
of the 'State of New Mexico will
be submitted to the qualified voter
at the Special Election to be held
September 16, 1919.
MANUEL MARTINEZ,
Secretary of State.
:

SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE JOINT

4.i.twr
Pr.

Park Sellabd

J. Kains
Justice of the Peace
Precinct No. 2, Gibson
Special attention given

Latest equipment for properly
testing eyes.

to collections.

Postofiice Building

W.

E.

Registered Optometrist

proposed, to be submitted to the
electors of the State, at an election
to be held on the Tuesday next after
the first Monday in November,: 1920.
"Section 6. Citizens of the State,
absent from their places of legal
residence, in the military or naval
aervice of the United States or of
this State, and being otherwise qualified electors, may be allowed to
vote at any election for all state
officers, presidential electors, repre
sentatives in Congress and United
States Senator, and upon .constitu
tional amendments, under such re
gulations and limitations as may be
prescribed by law."

For the Amendment
Por la Eamieada
Against the Amendment
Contra de la Enmienda
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION

NO. .
Saaata Joint Resolution ProposA JeMBt Kas.Iatioa ProTialiae Far
Am Aaseaelaaeat T. Tha Constitu-U- .
ing Tha Amendment of Section S
of Artielo XIV, And Section 13 of
Of Tfc. SUt. Of New Mnic.
Articlo XII of tha Constitution of
Mr AsMiaf Tharate Aaetker Sac
T. Artkla VII, The Saws. T. tha State of Now Meiico RolatW.to Educational and Piratic InstitusU Nsraskarael Sectie I.
lion..
:':j:r:-Be
Be It Resolved By The Legislature
It Resolved By The Legislature
Of, The State of New. Mexico:
Section .1.
Of The State of New Mexico:
That the followin
amendment to the Constitution of
That Section 3 of
Section 1.
the State, as an additional section Article XIV of the Constitution of
of Article VII, be, and it hereby ii, the State of New Mexico be amend
RESOLUTION

NO. S.

.

',

.

and

United States Railroad Administration
Gallup, New Mexico, phone number 14

and Arizona.

ATTONEYS

..

The home of
Good Groceries

Brick and Stone Mason Work

It poseuet the autographic
features and costs no more

It is there that

;

n

UNDERTAKERS
GALLUP MORTUARY

mm

HELLER'S

.

ed so that said
as follows :

"Section

3.

section

There

is

shall

read

hereby creat

ed a Board of Control consisting oi
four ' (4) members to be appoioted
by the Governor, each 'for a term
of two years and at a salary of
$3000.00 per annum, and not more
than two of whom shall belong to
the same political party at the time
oi their appointment,
buch Board
of Control shall have the manage
fnent and control of all State du
cational institutions. enumerated in
Section 11 of Article XII of the
Constitution aad of all state insti
tutions ; enumerated in Section 1, of
Article XIV of this Constitution and
of all State, educational, charitable,
institutions
penal or reformatory
(other than the public schools) here

tofore or hereafter established. This
provision shall become effective on
and after the 1st day of January,
ine Legislature shair prescribe the powers and duties of such
Board of Control and until such
provision is made such Board of Control shall have, with respect to each
of said institutions, the Dowers and
duties now vested in the Boards of
Ke:ents or Boards of said institu
tions."

'.'

That Section 13 of Article
Constitution of the State
of New Mexico be amended so that
aid section shall read as follows:
'Section 13.
On and after the 1st
day of January, 1921, the said State
Educational Institutions
shall
De
controlled and managed by" the Board
of Control created by Section 3 of
Sec. 2.
of the

XII

'

Article XIV of this Conetitution."
For the Amendment
Por la Enmienda
Against the Amcadment
Contra, de la Enmienda
FOR
"SUBSTITUTE
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION

COeUSIITTEE

NO.
e
P repeal ag the Amendment of
t, of Article) IX ef the Cons,
titntiea el the State ef New Max-icEntitled 'State' Cemtv anal
Sec-al-

e,

Monicipel lneeht.dnees."

Be It Enacted By The Legislature
Of The State of New Mexico:
Section 1. That it is hereby pro- Section 8 of Article
fosed totheamend
State Constitution so as

to read as follows:
"Sec. & No debt other than those
pecified in the preceding section
shall be contracted by or on behalf
of this state, Unless authorized bylaw for some Specified work or
object; which law shall provide for
an annual tax levy sufficient to pay
the interest, and to provide a sinking fund to pay the principal o
such debt within fifty years from
the time of the contracting there
of. No such law shall take effect
until it shall have been submitted
to the qualified electors of the state
and have received a majority of all
the votes cast thereon at a general
election; such law vshaD be published in full in at least one newspaper
in each county of the state, if one
be published therein, once each week
for four successive weeks next pre
ceding 'such election. No debt shall
bt so created if the total indebtedness of the state, exclusive of the- debts of the territory, and the several counties thereof, assumed by the
state, would thereby be made to exceed one 'per centum of the assessed
valuation of all the property subject
to taxation tn the .Mate as shown
by the preceding general assessment.
The legislature may, however, in
order to provide funds for construction and maintenance of public highways and 'bridges! enact laws authorizing the issue of bonds, debentures
or certificates of indebtedness, payable at such times as the legislature shall determine out of tax levies.
receipt from motor vehicle licenses,
or other licenses or revenues, without submitting such laws to the
qualified electors of the State, and
not withstanding that the Indebted
ness so created may temporarily in- crease the total indebtedness of the
State to an amount exceeding the
foresroing limitation : Provided, that
honds issued for such purposes payable from ad valorem taxes levied
upon tangible property shall not at
ainv time exceed the sum of two
million dollars ($2,000,000) except to
meet allotments of Federal Funds
made to the State to aid in construction and improvement of roads."

i

For the Amendment
Por la Enmienda
Against the Amendment
Centra de la Enmienda

MM.'

